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ABSTRACT

Recently, pattern recognition/classification has received a considerable attention in diverse
engineering fields such as biomedical imaging, speaker identification, fingerprint recognition,
etc. In most of these applications, it is desirable to maintain the classification accuracy in the
presence of corrupted and/or incomplete data. The quality of a given classification technique is
measured by the computational complexity, execution time of algorithms, and the number of
patterns that can be classified correctly despite any distortion. Some classification techniques
that are introduced in the literature are described in Chapter one.
In this dissertation, a pattern recognition approach that can be designed to have evolutionary
learning by developing the features and selecting the criteria that are best suited for the
recognition problem under consideration is proposed. Chapter two presents some of the features
used in developing the set of criteria employed by the system to recognize different types of
signals. It also presents some of the preprocessing techniques used by the system.
The system operates in two modes, namely, the learning (training) mode, and the running mode.
In the learning mode, the original and preprocessed signals are projected into different transform
domains. The technique automatically tests many criteria over the range of parameters for each
criterion. A large number of criteria are developed from the features extracted from these
domains. The optimum set of criteria, satisfying specific conditions, is selected. This set of
criteria is employed by the system to recognize the original or noisy signals in the running mode.
ii

The modes of operation and the classification structures employed by the system are described in
details in Chapter three.
The proposed pattern recognition system is capable of recognizing an enormously large number
of patterns by virtue of the fact that it analyzes the signal in different domains and explores the
distinguishing characteristics in each of these domains. In other words, this approach uses
available information and extracts more characteristics from the signals, for classification
purposes, by projecting the signal in different domains. Some experimental results are given in
Chapter four showing the effect of using mathematical transforms in conjunction with
preprocessing techniques on the classification accuracy. A comparison between some of the
classification approaches, in terms of classification rate in case of distortion, is also given.
A sample of experimental implementations is presented in chapter 5 and chapter 6 to illustrate
the performance of the proposed pattern recognition system. Preliminary results given confirm
the superior performance of the proposed technique relative to the single transform neural
network and multi-input neural network approaches for image classification in the presence of
additive noise.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Addressed

Pattern Recognition has become a point of interest to many researches due to its applications in
many fields. Their main interest is increasing the accuracy of the pattern recognition process in
the presence of corrupted or incomplete data.
In designing any pattern recognition system, there are four important factors that must be taken
into consideration: processing speed, recognition rate, size, and power consumption [30]. There
are two ways to increase the accuracy of pattern recognition system. One is to improve the
performance of a single classifier; another is to combine the results of multiple classifiers
(decisions combination).
Ordinarily, a pattern recognition problem may involve a number of pattern classes with each
class consisting of various features. It is difficult for a single classifier to achieve perfect
solution. The multiple classifier method thereby becomes the best choice for solving pattern
recognition problems. Generally speaking, multiple classifier method is superior to a single
classifier method if the classifiers are selected carefully and the combination algorithm can take
the

advantages

of

each

individual

1

classifier

and

avoid

its

weakness [49]. There are two most important issues in designing a multiple classifiers system:
1) Classifier selection.
2) Decision combination.
In this chapter, some of the pattern recognition applications are briefly described for the sake of
completeness. A number of the classification techniques, presented in the literature, are given
with their advantages and disadvantages. Finally, the difference between the single and multiple
classifiers will be demonstrated.

1.2 Pattern recognition applications

Recently, pattern recognition has received great deal of attention in diverse engineering fields
such as oil exploration, biomedical imaging, speaker identification, automated data entry,
fingerprint recognition [51], evaluation of the fetal state as carried out by obstetricians [28],
digital modulation type classification under various SNR and multi-path propagation channel
conditions [45], etc.
Many valuable contributions have been reported [20, 65, 67] in the different fields of
applications. In most of these applications, it is desirable to maintain the classification accuracy
in the presence of corrupted and/or incomplete data.

2

1.2.1

Face recognition

Face recognition is one of the important research topics in the pattern recognition area that has
been receiving the attention of many researchers due to its useful applications, such as system
security, military, human-computer interface, etc [18, 60]. In order to design an artificial image
classification or recognition scheme which should have robustness in classification approaching
as close as possible to that of human biological recognition system, two factors must be taken
into account [90]:
1) It must be able to automatically extract global properties of the images.
2) It must be able to filter out the variation such as scaling and rotation in the images.
Key issues in face recognition are how to model the "face space" which facial images occupy in
the original image space and how to design the feature extraction procedure that is best suited for
that design model [80]. Two main approaches for feature extraction have been presented in
literature. The first approach is based on extracting the local structure of face images such as the
shapes of the eyes, nose and mouth. The second one is statistical-based approaches that extract
global features from the whole image [42].
Existing face detection methods include [93] template-based, neural network-based, modelbased, color-based and motion-based approaches. Gabor-wavelet-labeled elastic graph matching
and "eigenface" or "Fisherface" algorithms are two of the major approaches proposed in the
literature for facial image processing [68]. The eigenface algorithm is based on statistical
representation of face space. Any face could be reconstructed by the summation of weights for
each face. Eigenface is a fast, simple and practical method. But, it does not provide invariance
over changes in scale and lightning conditions [31].

3

1.2.2

Handwriting recognition

Handwritten numerals recognition is also one of the important pattern recognition applications.
Many features and classification methods have been proposed in past several decades to
recognize them [41, 96]. One approach includes two categories, statistical and syntactic methods.
The first category includes techniques such as matching, moments, characteristic points and
mathematical transforms, while the second one includes essential structural features such as
skeletons and contours. The other approach includes the use of a single classifier and combined
classifiers.
Pattichis et al. have used AM-FM models to describe fingerprints and they have obtained
significant gains in classification performance [83]. Optical Character Recognizer (OCR) has
also played a good role in handwritten recognition [96].

1.3 Classification

The strength of a given classification technique is measured by the number of different
categories that can be distinguished [90]. It is also measured by the computational complexity,
execution time of algorithms, and the number of patterns that can be classified correctly despite
any distortion [66, 69].
Each technique has its strong and weak points which make it suitable for certain types of
problems. Classifier generality refers to the ability to classify images correctly despite
distortions. Distortions may include image noise or image content variations such as scale,

4

translation and rotation of objects, as well as plastic deformations of depicted objects as the
difference between a smiling face and a frowning face.
Sandberg [89] shows that if we are given a finite number m of pairwise disjoint sets C1, C2… Cm
of signals, and we would like to synthesize a system that maps the elements of each Cj into a real
number aj so that the numbers a1, a1… am are distinct, the structure in Figure 1.1 can perform this
classification assuming only that the Cj are compact subsets of a real normed linear space X.

y1

h

x

Q

w

yk

Figure 1.1: Classification network

In Figure 1.1, x is the signal to be classified, y1,…, yk are functions that can be taken to be linear,
h denotes a continuos memoryless nonlinear mapping that, for example can be implemented by a
neural network having one hidden nonlinear layer, the block labeled Q is a quantizer that for
each j maps numbers in the interval (aj - 0.25p, aj + 0.25p) into aj, where p = mini≠ j | aj - ai|, and
w is the output of the classifier.

5

u1

c1

uk

ck

Figure 1.2: A structure for h

It can be shown in Figure 1.2 that h can be synthesized as a parallel combination of simple
structures followed by a summing device. In the figure, each block labeled cj denotes
multiplication by a real number cj and every uj block denotes the taking of a real-valued function
uj defined on the reals.

6

1.4 Clustering

Clustering is a topic closely related to classification. In clustering, the existence of predefined
pattern classes is not assumed, the actual number of classes is unknown, or the class
memberships of the vectors are generally unknown. The task of clustering process is therefore to
group the feature vectors to clusters in which the resemblance of the patterns is stronger than
between the clusters [65]. It is a fundamental means for multivariate data analysis widely used in
numerous applications, especially in pattern recognition [109]. Clustering techniques have been
investigated extensively for decades. The existing approaches to data clustering include
statistical approach (e.g., the k-means algorithm), optimization approach (e.g., branch and bound
method), simulated annealing technique and neural network approach.
Zeng et al [109] proposed a method where clustering starts with an estimate of the local
distribution. First, small clusters are constructed, called seed clusters, according to the local
distribution. Then, those clusters whose distributions are consistent with each other are merged
together. The clustering process moves from small, local data points towards bigger clusters with
a specified probability density function. Their merging is performed in order to reduce the
complexity of data representation as well as to provide statistically supported generalization
ability for classification.

7

1.4.1

Clustering methods

According to Fukunage [29], the existing clustering methods can be divided into two approaches.
One is the parametric approach, and the other one is the nonparametric one.

1.4.1.1. Parametric Approach
The widely used k-means method is one example of the parametric approach. In this method, a
criterion is given and data is arranged into a pre-assigned number of groups to optimize the
criterion. Another kind of parametric approach assumes some mathematical form to express the
data distribution, such as summation of normal distributions. Both parametric methods are
developed based on the view of the global data structure and are ready to be improved in
combination with other optimization methods. However, the performance of these methods
depends on the assumption of the cluster number, which is hard to estimate beforehand in real
applications.

1.4.1.2. Nonprametric Approach
There are many classification tasks in which no assumptions can be made about the
characterizing parameters. Non parameteric approaches are designed for those tasks.
In the nonparametric approach, data are grouped according to the valleys of the density function,
such as in the valleyseeking method. This method does not require knowledge of the number of
clusters beforehand. But since its performance is, in general, very sensitive to the control
parameters and the data distribution, its application is limited.

8

1.5 Classification techniques

There are a large number of classifiers that have been presented in the literature such as: Nearestneighbor, Bayesian, polynomial discriminant, neural networks, self-organizing map, decision
tree, etc. In the following sections, some classification techniques introduced in the literature are
presented.

1.5.1

Neural Network

Neural Network (NN) has been a powerful tool in engineering area after the development in
computer technology [101]. They have shown very good performance in case of noisy signals.
At the same time, they are easy to construct [86]. They have been employed and compared to
conventional classifiers for a number of classification problems. The results have shown that the
accuracy of the NN approach is equivalent to, or slightly better than, other methods. Also, due to
the simplicity and generality of the NN, it leads to classifiers that are more efficient [46, 113].

1.5.1.1.Description
The NN consist of neurons connected by weighted links. The weights are adjusted during the
training of the network to achieve human-like pattern recognition [17]. The choice of the
learning algorithm, weight initialization, the input signal representation and the structure of the
network is very important [36]. The number of hidden neurons and layers must be sufficient to
provide the discriminating capability required for the given application. However, if there are too
many neurons, the neural network will be incapable of generalizing between input patterns when
9

there are minor variations from the training data [26]. Furthermore, there will be a significant
increase in cost and in the time required for training.

1.5.1.2. Characteristics
As reported in the literature, NN classifiers possess unique characteristics, some of which are:
1) NN classifiers are distribution free. NN's allow the target classes to be defined without
consideration to their distribution in the corresponding domain of each data source [6]. In
other words, using neural networks is a better choice when it is necessary to define
heterogeneous classes that may cover extensive and irregularly formed areas in the spectral
domain and may not be well described by statistical models.
2) NN classifiers are important-free. When neural networks are used, data sources with different
characteristics can be incorporated into the process of classification without knowing or
specifying the weights on each data source. Until now, the importance-free property of neural
networks has mostly been demonstrated empirically [10]. Efforts have also been made to
establish the relationship between the importance-free characteristic of neural networks and
their internal structure, particularly their weights after training [113]. In addition, NN
implementations lend themselves to reduced storage and computational requirements.

3) NN classifiers are capable of forming non-linear decision boundaries [46] and they do not
require the decision functions to be given in advance [36]. This makes them flexible in
modeling real world complex relationships [110] and they can approximate any function with
arbitrary accuracy.

10

1.5.1.3. Training
The NN learning is generally classified as unsupervised or supervised. Unsupervised methods
determine classes automatically, but generally show limited ability to accurately divide terrain
into natural classes [44, 47].
Supervised methods have yielded higher accuracy than unsupervised ones, but suffer from the
need for human interaction to determine classes and training regions. Backpropagation is one of
the algorithms used in training the supervised neural network. It is based on linear model
(steepest descent) and it is less computationally expensive [36]. It has been shown in the
literature that the multilayer perceptron trained using backpropagation approximates the Bayes
optimal discriminant functions for both two-class and multi-class recognition problems [88].
However, there are some drawbacks that are associated with backpropagation such as
convergence to local minimum and the absence of specific methods for determining the network
structure [17].

1.5.2

Bayesian Classifier

Bayesian method is one of the classification techniques that have been introduced in the
literature. It provides the optimal performance from the standpoint of error probabilities in a
statistical framework [36]. The success of the Bayesian methods depends on the assumptions
used to obtain the probability model [19, 110]. This makes them unsuitable for some applications
such as Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) image classification based on a feature space
comprising texture measures [93]. However, they have been applied to Artificial Neural
Networks inorder to regularize training to improve the performance of the classifier [63].
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Grouping images into meaningful categories using low-level visual features is an important
problem that has been addressed in the literature [107]. Vailaya [103] et al. have used binary
Bayesian classifiers to capture high-level concepts from low-level image features for images
belonging to the same class. They have also considered the hierarchical indexing scheme for
classification of vacation images.

1.5.3

Classification Decision Tree

The decision trees are considered as one of the most popular classification approaches due to
their accuracy and simplified computational properties [32, 95, 111]. Moreover, they are fast in
training [14]. They are capable of performing non-linear classification [4] and they do not rely on
statistical distribution. This yields to successful applications in many fields such as remote
sensing data [93].
The tree is composed of a root node, intermediate nodes and terminal nodes. The data set is
classified at each node according to the decision framework defined by the tree [48]. It starts
with a coarse classification, and then followed by a fine classification where finally each group
contains only one signal.
Classification decision trees have the advantages of employing more than one feature. Each
feature provides partial information about the signal. The combination of such features can be
used to obtain accurate recognition decision [91]. There are more than one decision tree that can
be used for a given example. But the smaller the decision tree, the superior it becomes [100].
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A large number of methods have been proposed in the literature for the design of the
classification tree. Classification and Regression Trees (CART) is one of the approaches that
have achieved high popularity [32]. It was developed during the years 1973 through 1984 [4]. It
has the advantage of constructing classification regions with sharp corners. However, it is
computationally expensive [32]. In this approach, splitting continues until terminal nodes are
reached. Then, a pruning criterion is used to sequentially remove splits [4]. Pruning can be
implemented by using different data than those used in training. The main advantages of pruning
is reducing the size of the decision tree [93] and hence reducing the classification error [12] and
avoiding both overfitting and underfitting.
Most of the pruning methods proposed in the literature are based on removing some of the nodes
of the tree. Kijsirikul et al. [57] have introduced a pruning method which employs neural
networks, trained by backpropagation algorithm, to give weights to nodes according to their
significance instead of completely removing them.

1.5.4

Vector quantization

Vector quantization is a powerful technique for data compression. Recently, it has been used to
simplify image processing tasks such as halftoning, edge detection [22], speech and image
recognition [33] and enhancement classification.
Vector Quantization and Classification can be combined because both techniques can be
designed and implemented using methods from statistical clustering and classification trees [22].
They can be implemented with a tree structure that greatly reduces the encoding complexity [40].
It has been shown that if an optimal vector quantizer is obtained, under certain design constraints
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and for a given performance objective, no other coding system can achieve a better performance.
This approach has several advantages in coding and in reducing the computation in speech
recognition [38].
One of the most widely used algorithms is the Lloyd algorithm. It improves a codebook by
alternately optimizing the encoder for the decoder and the decoder for the encoder [22].
Linear Vector Quantization (LVQ) has been used to classify the various kinds of signals. The
reasons to use the LVQ are that it can process the unsupervised classification and treat many
input data with small computational burden [61]. In other words, it can treat high dimensional
input and has simple learning structure.
A LVQ is composed of two layers; a competitive layer that learns the feature space topology and
the linear layer that transforms classes into target classes. It can be used as a method for training
competitive layers of the unsupervised neural network model developed by Kohonen, called
Self-Organizing Map (SOM), in a supervised manner. It also has the advantage of increasing the
classification accuracy of the SOM network [36].
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1.5.5

Hidden Markov Models

The Hidden Markov Model is a finite set of states, each of which is associated with a probability
distribution. Transitions among the states are governed by a set of probabilities called transition
probabilities. In a particular state an outcome or observation can be generated, according to the
associated probability distribution. It is only the outcome, not the state visible to an external
observer and therefore states are ``hidden'' to the outside; hence the name Hidden Markov Model
The Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are known to classify the data based on the statistical
properties of the input. HMM are expected to do the job of recognition by extracting fuzzy
features of the face in question and comparing it with the known (stored) one [66]. To use
HMMs for classification of unknown input data, HMM are first trained to classify (recognize)
known faces. HMMs are basically 1D models. Hence, to use them for face recognition, the face
images that are 2D signals, must be represented in 1D format without loosing any vital
information.

1.5.6

Classification to groups of constant statistical properties

The main idea of this algorithm is to group signals into a certain number of groups that have
similar statistical properties within each group. The algorithm used is called Equal MeanNormalized Standard Deviation Algorithm [54]. The method finds N1, N2… (number of elements
in the resulting groups) such that the mean-normalized standard deviation of the gains in the
resulting groups is equal.
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In case of having two groups, the main purpose of this algorithm is seeking an integer N1 (the
number of signals belonging to group 1) out of the N input signals such that the mean normalized
standard deviation remains almost constant in all groups.
Let the mean mi and standard deviation σi be defined as follows

m1 =

1
N1

N1
n =1

gn

(1.1)

N

1
m2 =
gn
N − N1 n= N1 +1
N1

σ 12 =

1
N1

σ 22 =

1
( g n − m2 ) 2
N − N1 n = N1 +1

n =1

(1.2)

( g n − m1 ) 2

(1.3)

N

N1 is chosen such that

(1.4)

q1 = q2

Where the coefficient of variant

(1.5)

qi =

σi

(1.6)

mi

If there is no integer N1 that solves (1.5), the following algorithm finds N1 which minimizes
|q1-q2|.
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1.5.6.1.Algorithm
1) Choose an initial value for N1 and set the iteration number i=0. Also choose imax as an upper
limit on the number of iterations.
2) Compute q1 and q2 using (1.6) and set i=i+1.
3) If (|q1-q2|/q1) < or i>imax , stop. Otherwise,

If q1<q2 set N1=N1 + N1

(1.7)

If q1>q2 set N1=N1 - N1

(1.8)

then go to step 2.

1.5.7

The K-MEANS clustering algorithm

The K-MEANS algorithm is one of the classification techniques that have been introduced in the
literature. It is partially supervised because the number of clusters is predefined.
In order to clusters M feature vectors into G clusters, assume a data set of M vectors, vi, i=1, 2
…M of dimensionality 1 X N.

1.5.7.1.Algorithm
1) Select G such that G < M

(1.9)

2) Define the clusters centers cg , g = 1,2…G

(1.10)
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3) Associate each of vectors vi to the closest center according to a distance measure. There are
several distance measures defined in the literature. Euclidean distance is often used because of
its simplicity.

4) The Euclidean distance D between two vectors v1= {v1,1, v1,2… v1,N) and v2= {v2,1, v2,2… v2,N)
is defined as

D=

1
N

N
i =1

(v

2

1,i

− v 2 ,i )

(1.11)

5) The new cluster center cg is the average of all vectors that belongs to this cluster.

c

new
g

=

1
Ng

Ng
i =1

vi

(1.12)

where Ng is the numbers of vectors belonging to gth cluster.

6) The algorithm is repeated until the change in centers is not significant.
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1.6 Data Fusion

Data Fusion plays a good role in medical imaging, remote sensing, etc. Due to the availability of
the large amount of data acquired by different types of sensors, it is mandatory to develop
effective data fusion techniques capable of taking advantage of such multi-source and multitemporal characteristics [13].
According to Kundar et al. in [62] multi-sensor data fusion refers to the acquisition, processing,
and synergistic combination of information from various knowledge sources to provide a better
understanding of the situation under consideration.
In remote sensing community, data fusion is defined as follows [82]: "data fusion is a formal
frameworks in which are expressed means and tools for the alliance of data originating from
different sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality; where the exact definition
of "greater quality" will depend upon the application." The remote sensing community also
classifies the data fusion techniques into three groups:
1) Data Level fusion: Combination of raw data from all sensors.
2) Feature level fusion: Extraction, combination and classification of feature vectors from all
sensors.
3) Decision level fusion: Combination of outputs of the classifications achieved on each single
source.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature for the classification of multi-sensor/multisources images. They are mainly based on statistical, symbolic and neural-network approaches.
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"Stacked-vector" approach is one of the simplest statistical methods [13]. In this approach, a
vector composed of features extracted from different sensors represents each pixel. The
Dempster-Shafer evidence theory is used to classify multi-source data by taking into account the
uncertainties related to the different data sources involved.

1.7 Ensemble of Classifiers

There are two ways to increase the accuracy of a pattern recognition system. One is to improve
the performance of a single classifier; another is to combine the results of multiple classifiers by
employing decision combination. It has been verified experimentally in the literature that
multiple classifiers have better performance than single classifiers if they are selected carefully
and the combining algorithm retains the advantages of each individual classifier and avoids its
weakness [47, 48, 49].
This is due to two reasons [11]:
1) The risk of choosing the wrong class is lower.
2) Individual classifiers can be trained on different types of features of the same data, and the
multiple classifiers can weight the classifiers based on the characteristics of the different
features.
Bagging and Boosting are two popular methods that have shown great success when using
ensemble of classifiers [14]. In bagging, all classifiers share with equal votes in the final
decision. On the other hand, in boosting, each classifier shares in the final decision by different
weight according to its accuracy in the problem under consideration.
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The two most important issues in designing a multiple classifiers system are Classifier selection
and decision combination.

1.7.1 Multiple Classifiers Structures
A number of image classification systems based on the combination of the outputs of a
set of different classifiers have been proposed in the literature. Different structures for combining
classifiers can be grouped as follows [49, 90]:
1) Parallel Structure
2) Pipeline structure
3) Hierarchical structure
For the parallel structure, the classifiers are used in parallel and their outputs are combined. In
the pipeline structure, the system classifiers are connected in cascade [35, 56]. The hierarchical
structure is a combination of the structures in i & ii above.

1.7.2

Decision Combination

The combination methods proposed in the literature are based on voting rules, statistical
techniques, belief functions and other classifier fusion schemes such as [84,107]:
1) Random decision: the system selects randomly the final class among the classes selected by
the individual classifiers.
2) Majority decision: each classifier contributes with equal weight to the final decision, and the
final class is the class selected by the most of the individual classifiers.
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3) Hierarchical decision: each classifier has a different weight in the final decision. This weight
may be fixed or changeable.
Xu et al [107] proposed four approaches for solving pattern recognition problems: Average
Bayes classifier, voting methods, Bayesian formalism and Dempster-Shafer formalism. Previous
methods for classifier combination include intersection of decisions regions, voting methods,
prediction by top choice combinations. In these methods, only the top choice from each classifier
is used, which is usually sufficient for problems with a small number of classes. The examination
of the strengths and weaknesses of each method leads to the problem of determining classifier
correlation that is the central issue in deriving an effective combination method.
The decisions of the classifiers in Ho et al. [48, 49] are represented as the rankings of classes.
The rankings contain more information than unique choices for a many-class problem. For a
mixture of classifiers of various types, numerical scores such as distances to protoypes, values of
arbitrary discriminate, estimates of posterior probabilities, and confidence measures are not
directly usable because of the incomparability of their scales and, in some cases, inconsistency
across different instances of a problem. Therefore, combination methods based on rankings are
more general and applicable to a mixture of classifiers of arbitrary types [48, 49]. The rankings
can be combined by the methods that either reduce or re-rank a given set of classes.
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1) Class reduction
In class set reduction the objectives is to extract a subset from a given set of classes such that the
subset is as small as possible yet still contains the true class.
2) Class reording
In class set reording, the objective is to derive a consensus ranking of the given classes, such that
the true class is ranked as close to the top as possible. Three methods based on the highest rank,
the Borda count and logistic regression were proposed for class set re-ranking.
Class reduction and class reording are equivalent under special conditions:
1) If it is required that the result set derived by a reduction method always contains only one
class, then this is the same as requiring a reordering method to rank the true class always at
the top.
2) If the rankings derived by reordering methods are so good that the true class is always ranked
above a certain position, then it is always possible to include the true class in a neighborhood
up to that position.
The two approaches can be applied to the same problem, so that the set of classes may first be
reduced and then reranked, or first reranked and then reduced to a small neighborhood near the
top of the ranking.
The advantage of the combination methods based on ranking is the classifier independent
property, i.e these methods can weaken the inconsistency of the scales of different classifiers. On
the contrary, the disadvantage of these methods is the tie problem will occur if more than two
classes posses the same ranking [66].
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Kittler et al [59] developed a common theoretical framework for combining classifiers. They
derived the product rule, sum rule, max rule, min rule and median rule to take the product, sum,
maximum, minimum and median values of the a posteriori probabilities p (wk /xi) (The
probability that an input pattern with feature vector xi is assigned to class wk).
There are different classification techniques that have been proposed in literature based on the
combination of classifiers [31] such as combination of an ensemble of neural networks and the knearest neighbor (K-NN) decision rule.

1.7.3

Ensemble of Neural Networks

In the field of pattern recognition, the combination of an ensemble of neural networks has been
proposed to achieve image classification systems with higher performance in comparison with
the best performance achievable employing a single neural network. This has been verified
experimentally in the literature [34, 59]. Also, it has been shown that additional advantages are
provided by a neural network ensemble in the context of image classification applications. For
example, the combination of neural networks can be used as a "data fusion" mechanism where
different NN's process data from different sources [67]. Ideally, the combination function should
take advantage of the strengths of the individual classifiers, and avoid their weaknesses, to
improve classification accuracy.
Ueda [102] has presented a method for linearly combining multiple neural network classifiers
based on statistical pattern recognition theory. In his approach, several neural networks are first
selected based on which works best for each class in terms of minimizing classification errors.
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Then, they are linearly combined to form an ideal classifier that exploits the strengths of the
individual classifiers. In this approach, the minimum classification error (MCE) criterion is
utilized to estimate the optimal linear weights. In this method, the problem of estimating linear
weights in combination is reformulated as a problem of designing linear discriminate functions
using the minimum classification error (MCE) discriminate [55].
Let x be an observation vector when the task is to assign x to one of K classes. A decision rule in
terms of discriminate functions is written as follows:
Decide x ∈ wk if

f

(k )

( x ) = max
j

f

( j)

( x)

(1.13)

Where f (k) ( ) is the discriminate function for class wk

In the case of a neural network classifier, the kth output unit corresponds to the discriminate
function for wk.

Let

f

k
m

(x) denotes the output of kth output unit of the mth neural network for some input x after

the mth neural network has been trained.
Note that

0<

f

k
m

(x)

<1

(1.14)
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Then we define the combined discriminate function for each class as linear combination of all M
discriminate functions.

f

α

(k )
com

(k )

(

x

;

a

(k )

) =

= ( α 1( k ) ..... α

a

(k )
M

(k )T

f

)T ∈ R

(k )

(x)

(1.15)

M

(1.16)

f ( k ) ( x) = ( f1(k ) ( x).... f M( k ) ( x))T ∈ R M

(1.17)

T denotes transpose, k=1, 2… K

(1.18)

Decide x ∈ wk if

(k )
( j)
( x ) = max f com
( x)
f com

(1.19)

j

Previous work showed that neural network ensembles are effective only if the neural networks
forming them make different errors [64, 92]. As an example, Hansen and Salamon [44] showed
that neural networks combined by the "majority" rule can provide increases in classification
accuracy only if the nets make independent errors. Unfortunately, the reported experimental
results pointed out that the creation of error- independent networks is not a trivial task, in the
sense that, thought different in terms of their weights, architectures and other parameters, nets
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can exhibit the same pattern of errors basically because of the so-called problem of network
"symmetries".
In the neural network field, several methods for the creation of ensemble of neural networks
making different errors have been investigated. Such methods basically lie on "varying" the
parameters related to the design and training of neural networks. In particular, the main methods
in the literature can be included in varying one of the following categories: varying the initial
random weight, varying the network architecture, varying the network type, and varying the
training data. The capabilities of the above methods were experimentally compared to create
error-independent networks. It was concluded that varying the net type and the training data are
the two best ways for creating ensembles of networks making different errors. However, it has
been noted that neural network ensembles could be created using a combination of two or more
of the above methods. Therefore, neural network researchers have stated to investigate the
problem of the engineering design of neural network ensembles. The proposed approaches can
be classified into main design strategies:
1) The "direct" strategy;
2) The "overproduce and choose" strategy.
The first design strategy is aimed to generate an ensemble of error-independent nets directly.
Differently the "overproduce and choose" strategy is based on the creation of an initial large set
of nets and the subsequent choice of the subset of the most error-independent nets.
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CHAPTER TWO: FEATURE EXTRACTION

Feature extraction is extracting the information from the raw data that is most relevant for
classification purposes, in the sense of minimizing the within-class pattern variability while
enhancing the between-class pattern variability [44]. Thus, we obtain a feature space of reduced
dimensions and complexity. This is necessary due to the technical limits in memory and
computation time.
The features can be extracted from the signal or from system modeling based on this signal in the
time, frequency, or joint time-frequency domain [36]. For high recognition accuracy, it is
important to find a subspace in which a projection of the class means preserves the class distance
such that the class separability is maintained as good as possible [24, 58, 80]. This could be
achieved by mapping images to a set of coefficients (Transform Coding).
A wide verity of features have been used by researchers for classification of signals employing
[105] correlation, mean, standard deviation, higher order moments, entropy, root mean square
(rms), smoothness, shape, contrast, [53], etc. Relative or comparative measurements can also
obtain useful features that help in classification of signals [85].
The pattern recognition system introduced in this contribution has the ability of testing many
criteria over the range of parameters for each criterion. It selects the successful criteria that solve
the problem under consideration.
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Section 2.1 presents the important factors that must be taken into consideration when selecting
the optimum set of features used in the classification process. In Section 2.2, the transforms used
to develop the criteria employed by the proposed pattern recognition system are briefly given for
the sake of completeness. Section 2.3 presents a brief description of the preprocessing techniques
used in the implementation examples throughout this dissertation, as well as their advantages.

2.1.Factors affecting features selection

2.1.1. Cost
Cost is one of the important factors that must be taken into consideration when selecting the
particular set of features employed by the pattern recognition system. The compuatation cost of
features extraction differs from one type of feature to the other and from one technique to the
other. The proposed pattern recognition system has the ability of comparing the different types of
features and selecting the ones which are less computationally expensive.

2.1.2. Distortion
The statistical properties of the signals may be greatly affected when Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) worsens. In other words, when the signals are corrupted by interference or the
transmitting channel suffers from Doppler shifts, Rayleigh fading, or group delay. Therefore, the
features should be tested over a wide range of SNR values to ensure that the statistical
distributions will not be greatly affected in case of corruption.
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2.1.3. Size of featrures
It is important to reduce the size of features for several reasons:
1) Storage.
2) Redundant features add nothing to the classification performance.
3) Weak features may reduce the separation between classes and hence degrade the classification
performance.

2.2.Transform Coding

The goal of the transform is to decorrelate the original signal and this results in redistributing the
signal energy among a small number of coefficient [101]. Discrete Fourier Transform, Discrete
Cosine Transform, Walsh-Hadamard Transform, Singular Value Decomposition etc, are some of
the transforms that have been introduced in the literature and will be described briefly in this
Section.

2.2.1. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
DFT has complex exponentials as its basis images and can compactly represent spectrally
narrowband images [76]. It is a good method for analyzing stationary data. The high frequency
features represent the details or noise in the signal, and the low frequency features represent the
basic shapes.
Let x(n) be a complex series with N samples,
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The Fourier transform of the series can be expressed as in Equation (2.1)

X (K) =

N−1
n=0

− j 2πkn/ N

x(n)e

k = 0,1,2,3...
....N-1

(2.1)

where x is a complex number.
The first sample X(0) of the transformed series is the DC component and it is known as the
average of the input series.
Since its basis functions are infinite duration sine and cosine functions, the frequency
information is global and this is not satisfactory when searching for localized features. This
problem can be partially avoided by using the Short Time Fourier Transform STFT [39].

2.2.2. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
DCT has the ability of information packing for a wide range of images. It provides good
performance for images characterized by high correlation and small standard deviation.
Moreover, it has high efficiency in coding edge areas and strong textures in the image [37]. It
also has the advantage of efficient computation [23].
The 1 Dimensional (1-D) DCT transform is most easily expressed in matrix notation. For a one
dimensional N points signal, let the elements of G, equal

g ij =

1
,
N

i = 0,

2
π ( 2 j + 1)i
cos
,
N
2N

1 ≤ i ≤ N - 1,

0 ≤ j ≤ N -1

(2.2)

0 ≤ j ≤ N -1
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For 2 dimensional signals (2-D):
Y = GXGT

(2.3)

Where [Y] is the (N x N) 2-D DCT transform of the input image [X] and [G] is the (N x N) 1-D
DCT Transformation matrix.
BinDCT is a fast DCT implementation technique that has been presented in the literature [99]. It
utilizes only shift and add operations and no multiplication is needed. This allows efficient
implementations in terms of both chip area and power consumption.

2.2.3. Walsh Hadamard Transform (WH) and HaaR Transform
WH and Haar are more appropriate for spectrally wideband images. These transforms basis
functions are square and rectangular waveforms defined over a fixed time interval. WH and Haar
have appropriate spectral properties and can be developed using fast implementations [77] with
the least computational complexity [50].

2.2.3.1.Walsh Transform
A commonly used notation for Walsh functions is wal(u,v), where u is the sequency of the
functions and v is the sample index [25].

wal ( u , v ) = ( − 1)

n −1
i=0

uv
i

(2.4)

i
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Where n = log2N and u,v = 0,1,2…..N-1. The symbols ui and vi refer to the ith bits in the binary
representations of the integers u and v , respectively.
The 2-D Walsh transform of the input image can be written as

[B] =

1
[W ][ X ][W ]T
2
N

(2.5)

Where [B] is the (N x N) 2-D Walsh transform of the input image [X] and [W] is the (N x N) 1D Walsh Transformation matrix.

2.2.3.2.Haar Transform
The 1-D Haar transform is most easily expressed in matrix notation. If we let the elements of G
equal

g

0 j

=

1
,
N
2r/2 ,

g

ij

=

1
N

(2.6)

0 ≤ j ≤ N -1

- 2 r/2 ,
0,

m -1
j
m −1/ 2
≤
≤
2r
N
2r
m - 1/2
j
m
≤
≤ r
r
2
N
2
otherwise

Where r = [log2 i] and m = i - 2r +1,

0 ≤ i ≤ N-1

For 2-Dimensional signals :

Y = GXGT

(2.7)
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Where [Y] is the (N x N) 2-D haar transform of the input image [X] and [G] is the (N x N) 1-D
Haar Transformation matrix.

2.2.4. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
SVD has the property of packing energy in the least amount of coefficients for any image. It has
a variety of applications in signal processing, automatic control as well as other areas but it has
the disadvantage of high cost [23].
The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of a rectangular matrix X is a decomposition of the
form

X = U S VT

(2.8)

where U and V are orthogonal matrices, and S is a diagonal matrix. The columns ui and vi of U
and V are called the left and right singular vectors, respectively, and the diagonal elements si of S
are called the singular values. The singular vectors form orthonormal bases and lead to the
following relationship.

X vi = s i ui

(2.9)

2.2.5. Wavelet Transform (WT)
The Wavelet Transform is a powerful technique for representing data at different scales and
frequencies. Daubechies presented the wavelet transform as " a tool that cuts up data or functions
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or operators into different frequency components, and then studies each component with a
resolution matched to its scale"[16]. There are several families of wavelets, such as the Haar,
Biorthogonal, Coifflets, Daubechies, etc. The Daubechies family has been used a lot because its
wavelet coefficients capture the maximum amount of the signal energy [39].
WT decomposes the signal into shifted and scaled versions of the mother wavelet ψ(t) [15, 39].
The wavelet transform of signal s(t) as given by [5] is shown in Equation (2.1)

Ws (a, b ) =

1
a

∞
−∞

s (t )ψ ∗

t −b
dt
a

(2.10)

The variables a and b control the the scale and the position of the wavelet respectively.
WT can be realized by finite impulse response (FIR) filters and this makes them suitable for real
time applications [108]. It can also provides good resolution in the frequency domain at low
frequencies and good resolution in the time domain at high frequencies [3]. This transform is
capable of detecting hidden details of waveforms that might be unnoticed [39].

It has

applications in many fields such as applied mathematics, filtering, getting rid of noise [9],
detection of microcalcifications in digital mammograms [105], sound synthesis, computer vision,
graphics [27], image enhancement, target detection, etc [16].
WT is also good for normalization because they permit different adjustments on different image
scales. Normalization helps the analyst viewing the output of processed images [87].
Wavelet Transforms can be applied in different ways such as:
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1) The traditional pyramid-type wavelet transform decomposes sub-signals in the low frequency
channels.
2) The tree-structured wavelet transform in which the decomposition can be applied to the output
of any filter hLL, hLH, hHL, hHH. This is useful for the applications where the low frequency
region may not contain significant information [15].
3) The Adaptive wavelet neural network has also been introduced in the literature. It has the
capability of feature extraction and target classification at the same time [112].
Wavelets can provide flexibility in the shape and form of the analyzer that studies the signal of
interest. But with this flexibility comes the hard task of choosing and designing the appropriate
wavelets for a given application. Especially, 2-D WT which is computationally intensive and
operates on large data sets. Therefore, some researchers have proposed parallel solutions of
DWT [81].

2.3.Mixed Transform
In previous sections, some single transforms are presented. It is noted that the signal may be
represented efficiently by a particular transform only if the basis functions of the selected
transform are similar in structure to the signal. Since signals such as speech and images consist
of regions with various combinations of narrow and broadband components, it is hard to find an
optimal transform that can represent these signals. However, mixed transform techniques can
yield to more efficient signal representations than one transform [7] because they employ subsets
of non-orthogonal basis functions chosen from two or more transform domains.
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There are several mixed transform methods that have been introduced in literature and have
shown promising results such as the method of Mikhael and Spanias [79], the method of Beex
and DeBrunner [98], the method of Mikhael and Ramaswamy [78] and the method of Berg and
Mikhael [8].

2.4.Preprocessing techniques

Preprocessing techniques play a great role in many image processing applications such as scene
analysis and object recognition [94]. Different preprocessing techniques have been introduced in
the literature. Edge detection is one of these techniques that has shown great efficiency in many
applications.
Linear Prediction can also be considered as a preprocessing technique that can improve the
classification accuracy.

2.4.1. Edge Detection
Edge detection techniques can play a good role in removing the effect of noise. Therefore, it is
an important step in segmentation of noisy images, which is a difficult problem in pattern
recognition [104].
The quality of any edge detection method is measured by the amount of information it carries to
the following stages [70]. There are several approaches that have been introduced in literature for
edge detection. Neural networks can be one of these useful tools. The thresholding nonlinearity
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introduced by the bias weight and sigmoid function at the output of a node makes it suitable for
edge detection. Backpropagation is one of the algorithms that can be used in training the neural
network to recognize edges [97].
Vector Quantization can also be used for edge detection. It has the advantage of having lower
computational complexity than the conventional facet edge detector [52].
There are some techniques that are presented in the literature that combine edge detection and
encoding, together with adapted wavelet approximation on each side of the edges [21].
Some of the criteria tested by the proposed pattern recognition system are computed from the
edges of the input images. The edge detection methods used in the implementation examples
presented in this dissertation are Canny, Prewitt, Zerocrossing and Roberts methods. The Canny
method can detect weak and strong edges. It is also less likely than other methods to be effected
by noise [87,104].

2.4.2.

Linear Prediction

Linear prediction is a mathematical operation where future values of a digital signals is esimaed
as a linear function of previous samples. Linear Prediction is one of the popular tools used in
data compression. It can also be used as a preprocessing step in pattern recognition. The images
are divided into sub-images. Then each sub-image is represented by the filter coefficients aij.
These coefficients are projected into different transform domain. Several criteria can be
developed from the features extracted from these domains. Based on the selected criteria and
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classification technique, images are clustered into a particular number of groups according to the
problem under consideration.
Figure 2.1 shows a simple demonstration of a linear predictor.

X(n,m)

+

∈
+

k

l

i =1 j =1

a (n − i, m − j )
ij

Figure 2.1 Linear Predictor
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CHAPTER THREE: PROPOSED PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM

3.1. Introduction

We propose a pattern recognition technique that can be designed to have evolutionary learning
by developing the features and selecting the criteria that are best suited for the recognition
problem under consideration. It is conjectured that, ultimately, it will be capable of recognizing
an enormously large number of patterns by virtue of the fact that it analyzes the signals in
different domains and explores the distinguishing characteristics in each of these domains. In
other words, this approach uses available information and extracts more characteristics of the
signals to be recognized by projecting the signal in different domains. Preprocessing techniques
such as edge detection techniques can play a good role in enhancing the pattern recognition
process. Many criteria are developed from the features extracted from the projection of the
original and preprocessed signals in different domains. Based on the selected set of criteria and
according to the classification technique used, the signals are grouped into a particular number of
groups. Grouping of signals can be performed in parallel or in cascade. Finally, each signal will
be identified by a composite index according to the group numbers throughout the classification
process.
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We can summarize the recognition process in 2 steps:
1) Feature extraction, which is described in detail in chapter 2, followed by criteria
development and selection which is presented in this chapter
2) Classification of signals based on the developed criteria and according to the selected
classification technique.

3.2. Criteria Selection

Feature extraction and criteria selection is the first step in the pattern recognition process. The
signal projection, in each appropriately selected transform domain, reveals unique signal
characteristics. The criteria in the different domains are properly formulated and their parameters
adapted to obtain classification with desirable implementation properties such as speed and
accuracy in case of noisy or corrupted data. Enormous number of criteria can be developed from
the features extracted from each domain. For example: the ratio between the maximum and
minimum values, the average value, the energy, the momentum, the standard deviation, the
summation of a certain number of features, and so on.
The proposed pattern recognition technique automatically tests many criteria over the range of
parameters for each criterion. It selects the successful criteria that solve the problem under
consideration. More than one criterion can have the ability of grouping the signals to the same
groups. Therefore, a voting scheme is employed such that the criteria of similar performance
contribute to the final decision by a specific weight according to its accuracy. Moreover, the
large number of available criteria enables the system to recognize different types of signals.
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Many classification criteria can be developed to greatly enhance the performance of the classifier
by exploiting:
1) Structure type.
2) Criteria selection and formulation from the information in the different domains.

3.3. Classification

The recognition process can be considered a special case of classification, at the classifier
output, when each classified group contains only one signal. Signals can be recognized by either
using a single stage or multi-stage system. In the proposed pattern recognition system, the N
input signals are recognized using multi-stage system. Two cases are examined throughout this
dissertation:
1) The parallel structure where the classifiers are connected in parallel.
2) The cascaded structure where the classifiers are connected in cascade.
In both parallel and cascaded structures, a potentially successful criterion i, with its selected
values of the parameters, in a particular domain, clusters the input signals to each classifier in
each stage into a number of distinct non-overlapping clusters. The cluster index, according to
the ith criterion, is denoted ci, where ci = 1, 2, 3… gi,, and gi is the number of groups using the ith
criterion. Corresponding to a number n of selected criteria, i takes the values 1, 2… or n.
Finally, each signal will be identified by a composite index representing the cluster index it
gains from passing through the different stages.
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By studying different examples and using different number of groups, it was noticed that as the
number of groups at each stage decreases, the immunity to noise increases. Because when the
number of groups decreases, the Euclidian distance between the centers of any two groups
increases.
Different classification techniques are examined to cluster signals at each node, at each stage, of
the system such as: Vector Quantization, Neural networks, clustering signals such that the
statistical properties are constant in all groups, clustering signals to groups such that the gap
between groups are maximum, etc.

3.4. The Proposed Pattern Recognition System Structures

Figure 3.1 presents a general structure of the proposed pattern recognition system.
In this Section, two possible structures, classifiers connected in parallel and classifiers connected
in cascaded are described in details. Some special cases and their advantages are also given.
In some cases, the pattern recognition system can be implemented as a combination of both
parallel and cascaded classifiers according to the problem under consideration.
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Figure 3.1: The proposed Pattern Recognition System

3.4.1. Parallel structure
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Figure 3.2: Parallel implementation of the proposed pattern recognition system
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Figure 3.2 shows a parallel structure of the proposed pattern recognition system.
The original and preprocessed signals are projected into different transform domains in the first
stage.
In the second stage, a large number of criteria are computed from the features extracted from the
different domains.
In the following stage, each set of criteria is evaluated, in case of noisy signals, until the
optimum set of criteria is selected.
In each branch, the signals are grouped into a certain number of groups based on the selected set
of criteria and the employed classification technique.
In case of having N input signals and n criteria

N≤

n
i =1

(3.1)

gi

gi is the number of groups according to the ith criteria

Finally each signal is recognized by a unique composite index according to the group number in
each branch.

3.4.2. Cascaded structure
Figure 3.3 presents the general cascaded structure, decision tree, of the classifier employed by
the proposed pattern recognition system.
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Figure 3.3: The cascaded structure of the classifier employed by the system
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The proposed pattern recognition process, in case of using a cascaded structure for the classifier,
can be described as follows:
In the first stage, the original and preprocessed signals are projected into a number of transform
domains for extracting different types of features representing the signals in these domains. A
large number of criteria are developed from the features extracted from these domains.
According to the selected set of criteria satisfying certain conditions such as simplicity, high
accuracy, speed, etc, the signals at each stage are divided into a certain number of groups. There
is no fixed rule to obtain the number of groups resulting from clustering the input signals, at each
node, at each stage of the proposed classification structure. The number of groups will differ
according to the problem under consideration.
The total number of criteria employed by the proposed system to recognize N signals in a binary
cascaded structure is equal to N-1.
After selecting the optimum set of criteria that can be employed by the system to cluster the
signals at each stage of the classification structure, the system keeps searching all available
criteria to select more sets of criteria that give the same output at each node, at each stage.
A voting scheme is used such that each criterion will contribute to the final decision by a certain
weight based on its accuracy.
When the classification process is completed, each signal is represented by a unique composite
index, corresponding to the signal path through the decision tree, from the input to one of the
terminal nodes of the tree.
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3.4.3. Binary Structure
This is a special case of the cascaded classification structure. It is called a binary decision tree.
The signals at each node, in each stage, are binary clustered. The main advantage of binary
clustering is the high immunity to noise. However, the number of stages required to recognize
any input signal is increased.
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signals

Clustering
1

2
Clustering

1

2

clustering

1

clustering

clustering

1

Clustering

clustering

1

clustering

clustering

clustering

2

2

2

1

clustering

2

1

2

Figure 3.4: Binary Classification Structure
The number of stages needed to recognize any input signal depends on the nature of the input
data used in training. This yields to two cases:
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3.4.3.1.Signals of different probability of occurrence
The input signals are of different probabilities of occurrence. In other words, some of the signals
have a high probability of occurrence. Therefore, it is more convenient to use the minimum
possible number of criteria that can distinguish them from the other signals. On the contrary,
some signals have a low probability of occurrence. So, more criteria are employed in the
recognition of these signals.

Example
This simple example, 15 facial images (Olivetti Research Laboratory ORL), illustrates the first
case where the probability of occurrence differs from one image to the other.
The input images to each node of the classification tree are clustered into two groups such that
one image is distinguished from the other input images to this node.
The total number of criteria used to recognize all 15 images equal 14 criteria.
The number of stages needed to recognize any image depends on the probability of occurrence of
this image. This can be shown in the tree structure in Figure 3.5. In this example, two
mathematical transforms have been used; Discrete Cosine Transform and Singular Value
Decomposition. Many criteria have developed from the features extracted from these domains.

For example:
1) (A: DCT 333 lowest band) which means 3 criteria are computed: the summation of 3 x 3 low
frequency components, the summation of the following 3 x 3 mid frequency components
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and the summation of the following 3 x 3 high frequency components. The criteria selected
by classification unit A is the summation of the 3 x 3 low frequency components.
2) (F: SVD101010 mid band) which means 3 criteria are developed: the summation of the 10
largest singular values, the summation of the second 10 largest values and the summation of
the third 10 largest values. The criteria selected by classification unit F is the summation of
the second 10 largest singular values.
Table 3.1 shows that the number of stages required to recognize any image differs according to
its probability of occurrence.
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Figure 3.5: Recognition of 15 facial images using 14 criteria
A: DCT 333 lowest band, B: DCT 433 lowest band, C: DCT 333 mid band,
D: DCT 343 mid band, E: DCT 353 mid band, F: SVD 101010 mid band,
G: DCT 433 lowest band, H: DCT 533 lowest band, I: SVD 101010 highest band. J: DCT
553 mid band, K: DCT 533 mid band, L: DCT 333 mid band,
M: DCT 353 mid band, N: DCT 455 mid band.
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Table 3.1
The number of stages required to recognize 16 facial images

Image number

Number of stages

1,14 (highest probability of occurrence)

2

2

3

3,6,10,12

4

5,13

5

7,9,11

6

15

7

4,8 (lowest probability of occurrence)

8

3.4.3.2.Signals of equal probability of occurrence
The probability of occurrence of the input signals is unknown. Consequently, no particular
ordering in grouping the signals is beneficial for computational reduction.

Therefore, the

selected technique employs the minimum possible number of criteria to recognize any of the
input signals. The set of criteria used, in the recognition process, differs from one signal to the
other. However, the number of criteria used is almost the same for all signals.
Let the maximum number of stages (criteria) used to recognize any signal of the N input signals
be S.
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S is the approximation of

log( N )
to the nearest highest integer.
log(2)

(3.2)

Example 1
In this example, the proposed pattern recognition system is trained to recognize synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) image chips and the associated JPEG files of the 2S1, BRDM-2, BTR-60,
D7, T62, ZIL-131, ZSU-23/4, and SLICY, Figure 3.6. The imagery in this example was
collected as part of the MSTAR Data Collection #1, Scene 1 and as part of the MSTAR Data
Collection #2, Scenes 1, 2, and 3. The data was collected by Sandia National Laboratory (SNL)
using the STARLOS sensor.

D7

SLICY

T62

ZIL-131

2S1

ZSU-23/4

15 deg

45 deg

Figure 3.6: Eight radar images
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Figure 3.7: Recognition of 8 images using 7 criteria

•

The 8 images are recognized successfully using the tree structure in Figure 3.7.

•

Any image of the 8 images can be recognized using 3 criteria.

•

When the system was tested by noisy images, up to 60 Gray level white Gaussian noise
were added to the original images, all images were recognized correctly.
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Example 2
15 facial images (Olivetti Research Laboratory ORL) are of unknown probability of occurrence
.and it is required to recognize any of these images with the minimum possible number of stages.
The maximum number of stages required to recognize any of the 15 images is approximation of
log(15)
log(2)
Image 13 can be recognized when using 3 criteria. Any other image of the remaining 7 images
can be recognized by using 4 criteria.
The tree structure used is demonstrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Recognition of 15 images using 14 criteria and minimum number of stages
A: DCT 332 mid band, B: DCT 333 lowest band, C: DCT 333 lowest band, D: DCT 333 lowest band, E: SVD 101010 highest band,
F: SVD 101010 lowest band, G: DCT 333 lowest band, H: DCT 555 mid band, I: DCT 333 lowest band. J: DCT 333 highest band,
K: DCT 333 highest band, L: DCT 433 lowest band, M: SVD 101010 lowest band, N: SVD 101010 lowest band.
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More than one set of criteria can lead to the same tree structure. Some sets of criteria give the
same composite indices to the signals. Others can give different indices. The important thing is
that at the final stage each signal will have a unique composite index that distinguishes it from all
other signals.
In case of having N input signals , N = 2n , where n is an integer, let NC be the possible number
of sets of criteria, for the same tree structure, that yields a unique composite index (c1c2c3… cn),
with minimum number of digits, for each of the N input signals.

k

NC = ∏
i =0

(

C)

w

2i

(3.3)

z

k=

log( N )
−1
log(2)

(3.4)

w=

N
2i

(3.5)

z=

N
2 i +1

(3.6)

Where C is Combination
n

p

c

=

n!
c!(n − c )!

(3.7)

(
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Example 3
In this example, 3 possible sets of criteria , Figure 3.9 - 3.11, are given to show that there are
more than one set of criteria that can be used for the same tree structure,. The main goal is
recognizing images regardless of the set of criteria used and the composite index that identifies
each of the unknown images. The important thing is that each image has a unique index which is
different from all other images.

First set of criteria
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Figure 3.9: First set of criteria that can be used to recognize the 10 images
A: DCT (333, 1), B: DCT (343, 3), C: HAAR (333, 1), D: SVD (1010101, 3), E: DCT (333, 3), F: DCT (333, 2), G:
SVD (101010, 3), H: DCT (334, 3), I: SVD (101010, 3).
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•

Image 7 is identified by 122

•

Image 6 is identified by 2211

Second set of criteria
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Figure 3.10: Second set of criteria that can be used to recognize the 10 images
A: SVD (555, 2), B: DCT (333, 1), C: DCT (333, 3), D: DCT (333, 1), E: DCT (333, 1), F: HAAR (333, 1), G:
HAAR (554, 3), H: DCT (433, 1), I: DCT (333, 2).

•

Image 7 is identified by 2112

•

Image 6 is identified by 112
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Third set of criteria
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Figure 3.11: Third set of criteria that can be used to recognize the 10 images
A: SVD (555, 2), B: DCT (333, 1), C: DCT (333, 3), D: DCT (333, 1), E: DCT (433, 2), F: HAAR (333, 1), G:
HAAR (554, 3), H: HAAR (433, 2), I: DCT (333, 3).

•

Image 7 is identified by 2212

•

Image 6 is identified by 112

It is worthwhile to note that the above two cases (signals of different probability of occurrence
and signals of the same probability of occurrence) can be combined together. This means that we
could proceed with the second case, grouping signals into 2 groups of almost the same number of
signals. Then, at a certain stage, for a specific group, a criterion is employed to distinguish one
signal from the other signals belonging to the same group.
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3.5. Pattern recognition algorithm

In this section, the algorithm employed by the proposed pattern recognition system, using Matlab
software, is summarized into 2 stages: The learning mode and the running mode.

3.5.1. Learning Mode
1) Some input information required by the system is:
1.1. The number of signals.
1.2. The size of signals.
1.3. The number of groups at each stage of classification tree.
1.4. The classification techniques used at each stage of classification tree.
1.5. The amount of noise added to the original signal.
1.6. The number of votes that contribute to the final decision.
2) Projection of signals into different transform domains.
3) Computation of criteria.
4) Grouping signals into the required number of groups based on the developed criteria and
according to the selected classification technique.
5) Computation of classification accuracy in case of noisy images.
6) Selecting the optimum set of criteria for a specific tree structure.
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7) Searching the available criteria for more criteria giving the same output.
8) Voting such that each criterion contributes to the final decision by a certain weight.

3.5.2. Running Mode
1) When the unknown signal is introduced to the system, it takes the path, through the decision
tree from the input node to the terminal node, determined in the training mode the gives the
highest classification accuracy.
2) At the terminal node, the unknown signal is identified by a composite index according to the
group numbers assigned to it throughout its path in the tree structure.
3) The unknown signal is then recognized by comparing the resulting composite index to the
available database from the training mode.
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. Introduction

As mentioned in previous chapters, enormous sets of criteria can be developed from the features
representing the signals in different domains. The proposed pattern recognition system is capable
of testing all available criteria and selecting the optimum set of criteria according to the problem
under consideration. It is also capable of employing the classification technique that gives high
accuracy in case of noisy signals according to the problem under consideration.
In this chapter, some of these criteria are studied in detail. The effect of using preprocessing
techniques on the accuracy of the classification process is also shown. Some experimental results
illustrating a comparison between the performance of two classification techniques; Vector
Quantization and Neural Networks in the presence of noisy or corrupted data are also given.
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4.2. Vector Quantization versus Neural Networks

Both Neural Networks (NN) and Vector Quantization (VQ) are great classification techniques
that have shown promising results in the literature.
In this section, the classification results obtained when images are binary clustered using NN are
presented. The classification results when using VQ design techniques are also shown. Then, a
comparison between the performances of these two classification techniques, in case of noisy or
corrupted data, is given.
In the following examples, 32 facial images are downloaded from the Internet.
The 32 facial images are projected into 3 transform domains; HAAR, SVD and DCT. Based on
the criteria developed from the transform domains, a NN is trained to group the images into 2
groups of the same statistical properties using backpropagation algorithm. Then, this NN is
tested with noisy images (up to 80 Gray level white Gaussian noise added to the original
images).
The facial images are also binary clustered using a VQ codebook. This codebook is then tested
with the noisy images.
Tables 4.1 - 4.3 show a comparison between the performance of NN and VQ in binary clustering
noisy images when using different transform methods.
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4.2.1. Result obtained when using Haar Transform
•

Column 1 represents the size of blocks (low sequency, mid sequency and high sequency)
resulting from projecting the signal into the HAAR domain.

•

Column 2 represents which bands (1= low sequency, 2=mid sequency and 3= high
sequency) are used to develop the criteria.

•

Column 3 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using NN.

•

Column 4 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using VQ
codebook.
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Table 4.1
Comparison between the performance of NN and VQ when noisy images are binary classified
based on the features extracted from HAAR Transform

Block size

Band

No. of correct
images using NN

No. of correct
images using VQ

334

1

27

29

334

2

29

29

334

3

26

29

335

3

30

31

344

2

28

29

344

3

30

30

345

3

29

28

355

2

19

31

355

3

28

29

434

1

30

29

434

2

28

30

434

3

29

28

435

3

17

29

444

2

30

31

445

3

30

29

454

2

29

26

454

3

30

29

455

3

30

30

534

1

30

29
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4.2.2. Results obtained when using the features extracted from Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD)
•

Column 1 represents the criteria developed from the singular values extracted from
the input images.

•

Column 2 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using NN.

•

Column 3 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using VQ.
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Table 4.2
Comparison between the performance of NN and VQ when noisy images are binary clustered
based on the features extracted from SVD.

Criterion used

No. of correct
images from NN

No. of correct
images from VQ

Summation of the largest 5 singular values

26

27

S Summation of 6th to 10th singular values

29

31

Summation of 11th to 15th singular values

30

30

Summation of 11th to 20th singular values

31

28

Summation of 6th to 15th singular values

30

31

Summation of 16th to 20th singular values

30

19

Summation of 16th to 25th singular values

27

17

Summation of the largest 10 singular values

26

29

Summation of 11th to 16th singular values

30

30

Summation of 213t to 25th singular values

17

14

Summation of 21st to 30th singular values

14

12
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4.2.3. Results obtained when using the features extracted from Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT)
•

Column 1 represents the size of blocks (low frequency, mid frequency and high
frequency) as a result of projecting the signal into the DCT domain.

•

Column 2 represents which bands (1= low frequency, 2=mid frequency and 3= high
frequency) used to develop the criteria.

•

Column 3 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using NN.

•

Column 4 represents the number of images binary clustered correctly when using VQ.
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Table 4.3
Comparison between the performance of NN and VQ when noisy images are binary clustered
based on the features extracted from DCT

Block size

Band

No. of correct
images from NN

No. of correct
images from VQ

333

1

31

28

333

2

30

29

333

3

30

29

334

3

29

27

335

3

29

26

343

2

31

26

343

3

30

26

344

3

31

29

345

3

31

31

353

2

31

31

353

3

29

30

354

3

28

28

355

3

31

31

433

1

31

29

433

2

31

30

433

3

29

29

434

3

31

31

435

3

31

31

443

2

30

26

443

3

29

28

444

3

29

29

445

3

30

30

453

2

31

31

453

3

30

28
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Block size

Band

No. of correct
images from NN

No. of correct
images from VQ

454

3

30

30

455

3

30

30

533

1

31

25

533

2

30

30

533

3

29

29

534

3

27

29

535

3

31

31

543

2

29

29

543

3

31

29

544

3

31

30

545

1

31

25

553

2

30

29

553

3

31

31

554

3

30

30

555

3

31

29

Tables 4.1 - 4.3 show a small sample of the classification results obtained when testing the
trained NN or the designed VQ codebook with noisy signals. For certain types of criteria, VQ
codebook gives better results than NN. For some other criteria, NN gives better results than
Vector Quantization. In some other cases, both techniques have the same accuracy.
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4.3. Edge Detection

Edge detection is one of the preprocessing techniques that has been introduced in the literature
and has shown a great efficiency in classification and pattern recognition. Some of the criteria
tested by the proposed pattern recognition system are computed from the edges of the input
images.
This section presents the classification accuracy when using edge detection as a preprocessing
technique.

4.3.1. Edge Detection and standard deviation
Standard Deviation is one of the criteria employed by the proposed system. This criterion is
computed as follows: Edges of the input images are found by means of Canny, Prewitt,
Zerocrossing or Roberts edge detection techniques. The images are divided into blocks of
different sizes and the mean of each block is computed. The standard deviation of each image is
computed and based on this standard deviation; a vector quantization codebook is designed. In
this codebook the images are grouped into 2 groups. The following examples illustrate the results
obtained when this codebook is tested with noisy images.
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4.3.1.1.Experimental results
In this experiment, 32 facial images are clustered into 2 or 3 groups by employing standard
deviation and vector quantization.
Table 4.4 presents the classification results when grouping noisy images (up to 80 gray level
white Gaussian noise added to the original images) into 2 groups based on the criteria developed
from standard deviation and Canny algorithm, as an edge detection technique, for sub-images of
different sizes.

Table 4.4
Classification results using Canny algorithm and standard deviation

Sub-image size

2x2

4x4

8x8

16 x16

No. of images
clustered correctly

19

23

22

23
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Table 4.5 presents the classification results when grouping noisy images (up to 80 gray level
white Gaussian noise added to the original images) into 2 groups based on the criteria developed
from standard deviation and Prewitt algorithm, as an edge detection technique, for sub-images of
different sizes.

Table 4.5
Classification results using Prewitt algorithm and standard deviation

Sub-image size

2x2

4x4

8x8

16 x16

No. of images
clustered correctly

26

21

26

23
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Table 4.6 shows a comparison between the classification accuracy when grouping noisy images
into 2 groups and when grouping noisy images into 3 groups in case of using Prewitt edge
detection technique

Table 4.6
Comparison between the results obtained when grouping images into 2 or 3 groups based on a
criteria developed from standard deviation and Prewitt algorithm

Block size

No. of groups

No. of images classified
correctly

2x2

2

26

2x2

3

23

4x4

2

21

4x4

3

15

8x8

2

26

8x8

3

24

16 x 16

2

23

16 x 16

3

14
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4.3.2. The effect of using edge detection techniques in conjunction with mathematical
transforms on the classification accuracy
In this section, simple examples are presented to show the effect of using edge detection
techniques on the classification accuracy. The images are projected into different transform
domains. Then, the images are grouped into 2 groups based on the features extracted from these
domains.

4.3.2.1.Edge detection in conjunction with SVD
The main goal of this experiment is to test the classification accuracy in case of having noisy
images when employing vector quantization codebook and edge detection techniques in
conjunction with singular value decomposition.
Thirty- two facial images are clustered into 2 groups using vector quantization codebook, based
on the criteria developed from the singular values extracted from the edges of images. Then
noisy images are then generated from the original images by adding up to 80 Gray level white
Gaussian noise.
Table 4.7 presents the classification accuracy of a small sample of criteria used to binary cluster
the noisy images, when using different edge detection techniques such as: Canny, Prewitt,
Zerocrossing and Robert.
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Table 4.7
Classification results using SVD and different edge detection techniques

Canny

Prewitt

Zero
crossing

Roberts

none

Largest singular value

22

24

27

27

31

Summation of largest 4
singular values

17

24

27

21

24

Summation of 7 largest
singular values

19

25

26

24

25

Summation of 10 largest
singular values

21

24

26

19

26

Summation of 11 largest
singular values

19

27

28

21

28

Summation of second 5
largest singular values

20

26

27

21

27

Summation of second 10
largest singular values

20

25

26

20

19

Summation of second to the
6th largest singular values

24

23

22

21

20

SVD

Preprocessing Technique

Form Table 4.7, it is clear that the classification accuracy depends on the criterion used as well
as on the preprocessing technique
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4.3.2.2.Edge detection in conjunction with DCT
In this example, a vector quantization code book is designed to cluster 32 facial images into 2
groups. The grouping of images is based the criteria developed from the edges extracted from the
images after being projected into discrete cosine transform domain.
The vector quantization codebook is then tested with noisy images. Noisy images are generated
from the original images by adding up to 80 Gray level white Gaussian noise.
Table 4.8 shows the resulting classification accuracy for a small sample of criteria used to binary
cluster the noisy images when different edge detection techniques such as: Canny, Prewitt,
Zerocrossing and Robert are used.
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Table 4.8
Classification results using DCT and different edge detection techniques

Block size

Band

Canny

Prewitt

Zero
crossing

Roberts

None

333

1

30

28

31

29

28

333

2

26

24

30

23

28

333

3

21

24

23

25

29

433

1

26

26

25

25

29

433

2

22

25

23

20

30

433

3

22

22

21

22

29

443

2

18

26

23

18

27

443

3

18

27

20

24

29

454

2

20

26

23

19

28

454

3

26

20

16

19

26

533

1

24

25

25

21

32

533

2

20

26

23

23

28

533

3

18

27

20

24

30

544

2

20

26

19

25

26

544

3

26

20

15

19

22

553

2

22

25

22

21

26

553

3

24

25

22

25

22

Table 4.8 shows that the classification accuracy depends on the criterion used as well as on the
preprocessing technique.
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4.3.2.2. Mixed transforms: Wavelet and DCT
In this example, 32 facial images are clustered into 2 clusters using mixed transforms. First, the
discrete wavelet transform is employed to split the images into sub-bands (level 2). Then, the
resulting sub-bands are projected into DCT domain.
A vector quantization code book is designed to cluster 32 facial images into 2 groups based on
the criteria developed from the features resulting from the previous step.
Noisy images are generated from the original images by adding up to 80 Gray level white
Gaussian noise. Table 4.9 reports the number of the noisy images binary clustered correctly
when DCT is applied to the sub-bands resulting from the wavelet transform.
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Table 4.9
Classification results using mixed transforms (Wavelet and DCT)

Block size

Band

Approximation

Vertical

Horizontal

Diagonal

No
wavelet

333

1

23

25

19

13

28

333

2

25

21

21

16

28

333

3

22

22

24

20

29

433

1

22

25

20

16

29

433

2

22

22

19

23

30

433

3

19

23

23

16

29

443

2

22

21

19

21

27

443

3

15

15

13

22

29

454

2

22

21

16

22

28

454

3

21

25

18

20

26

533

1

23

23

23

16

32

533

2

18

16

25

21

28

533

3

15

20

21

13

30

544

2

20

17

18

17

26

544

3

21

25

22

15

22
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4.3.2.4. Edge detection, wavelet and DCT
In this example, 32 facial images are binary clustered using mixed transform and edge detection
techniques
First, the discrete wavelet transform is employed to split the images into subbands (level 2).
Then, 4 edge detection methods: Canny, Prewitt, zerocrossing and Robert methods are used to
extract the edges of the subbands. Finally, the extracted edges are projected into DCT domain.
A vector quantization code book is designed to cluster 32 facial images into 2 groups based on
the criteria developed from the features resulting from the previous step.
Noisy images are generated from the original images by adding up to 80 Gray level white
Gaussian noise. Table 4.10 reports the number of the noisy images binary clustered correctly
when different edge detection methods are applied to the images resulting from the four wavelet
filters.
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Table 4.10
Classification results using WT, DCT and different edge detection methods

Block
size

Band

Wavelet filter

Canny

Prewitt

Zero
crossing

Robert

No edges
No
wavelet

333

1

approximation

25

29

27

20

28

333

1

Vertical

19

26

21

23

28

333

1

Horizontal

20

26

25

19

28

333

1

diagonal

20

22

20

29

28

333

2

approximation

24

20

25

17

28

333

2

Vertical

19

21

21

22

28

333

2

Horizontal

19

19

22

20

28

333

2

diagonal

17

21

23

25

28

333

3

approximation

25

20

25

17

29

333

3

Vertical

21

20

23

23

29

333

3

Horizontal

22

16

21

20

29

333

3

diagonal

19

28

22

27

29

334

3

approximation

22

21

26

18

27

334

3

Vertical

21

22

24

20

27

334

3

Horizontal

19

16

25

16

27

334

3

diagonal

17

24

23

28

27

433

1

approximation

24

24

26

16

29

433

1

Vertical

19

14

25

20

29

433

1

Horizontal

17

23

23

15

29

433

1

diagonal

20

26

22

24

29

433

2

approximation

17

19

19

17

30

433

2

Vertical

18

23

21

21

30

433

2

Horizontal

22

20

22

19

30
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Block
size

Band

Wavelet filter

Canny

Prewitt

Zero
crossing

Robert

No edges
No
wavelet

433

2

diagonal

17

24

16

24

30

433

3

approximation

20

21

23

20

29

433

3

Vertical

19

22

24

27

29

433

3

Horizontal

17

17

22

14

29

433

3

diagonal

18

26

24

27

29

445

2

approximation

16

18

18

21

27

445

2

Vertical

20

23

24

18

27

445

2

Horizontal

18

21

27

20

27

445

2

diagonal

13

27

20

26

27

445

3

approximation

19

22

22

21

26

445

3

Vertical

17

25

24

21

26

445

3

Horizontal

18

17

24

17

26

445

3

diagonal

20

28

24

28

26

533

1

approximation

21

23

26

22

31

533

1

Vertical

17

23

20

23

31

533

1

Horizontal

20

19

23

18

31

533

1

diagonal

18

29

21

29

31

533

2

approximation

21

18

23

14

26

533

2

Vertical

14

16

24

20

26

533

2

Horizontal

14

19

21

20

26

533

2

diagonal

24

22

24

26

26

533

3

approximation

21

20

20

18

30

533

3

Vertical

15

19

21

21

30

533

3

Horizontal

17

18

23

21

30

533

3

diagonal

18

23

21

27

30
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From the above classification results, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1) The execution time in case of dividing images into blocks and computing the standard
deviation increases as the size of block increases.
2) In case of noisy images, grouping signals into 2 groups gives better classification accuracy
than grouping the signals into 3 groups.
3) The given results show that sometimes the use of preprocessing techniques such as edge
detection techniques improves the classifier's performance.
4) It is also worthwhile to note that the classification accuracy depends on the detection
technique, as well as the criterion employed in classification. Some images are classified
correctly when using a particular criterion and a specific edge detection technique. On the
contrary, some other images are not classified correctly when using the same criterion but
classified correctly when using other criteria.
5) The proposed system has the advantage of selecting the optimum criterion, edge detection
method and classification technique according to the problem under consideration.
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4.4. Correlation

In this section, we briefly describe a simple method that can be used for evaluating the accuracy
of the classifier output. In this approach, the correlation coefficients between the input noisy
images and all original images in the database are computed.
The unknown image is identified when the correlation coefficient between the unknown image
and a particular image is higher than the correlation coefficient between the unknown image and
all other images.
The main advantage of this technique is the high classification accuracy. However, it has the
disadvantage of the full search for the input image among all available data.

4.4.1. Example 1
In this example, the noisy images are generated by adding up to 50 gray level white Gaussian
noise to the 16 original facial images.
The correlation coefficients between the unknown image and all other images are computed.
Then, the unknown image is identified based on the value of these coefficients.
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Table 4.11
The correlation coefficients between noisy images and original images

Noisy Image

Original Image
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1
2

0.88
0.28

0.30

0.49
0.18

0.25
0.27

0.07
0.29

0.08
0.31

0.17
0.37

0.07
0.16

0.10
0

0.17
0.41

0.08
0.17

0.26
0.22

0.14
0.05

0.02
0.30

0.34
0.25

0.55
0.27

3
4
5
6
7
8

0.47
0.24
0.06
0.08
0.15
0.07

0.92
0.47
0
0.04
0.10
0.35

0.47

0.01
0.09

0.92
0.09 0.95
0.06 0.22
0.05 0.17
0.24 -0.02

0.04
0.05
0.21

0.10
0.05
0.17
0.36

0.35 0.21
0.25 0.11
0.01 0.08
0.03 0.009
0.17 0.03
0.93 0.29

0.18
0.15
0.12
0.16
0.32
0.16

0.07
0.16
0.05
0.07
0.05
0.14

0.24
0.09
0.15
0.14
0.02
0.14

0.40
0.30
0.05
0.01
0.06
0.33

0.08
0.08
0.18
0.08
0.19
0.05

0.58
0.55
0.17
0.04
0.01
0.18

0.32
0.06
0.09
0.17
0.36
0.11

0.20
0.17
0.06
0.24
0.42
0.08

0.09 0.08 -0.01 -0.04
0.15 0.13 0.16 0.32
0.16 -0.05 0.06 0.03
0.09 0.16 0.14 -0.03
0.33 0.06 0.00 -0.07
0.09 0.19 0.10 0.21

0.28 0.93 -0.06 0.29
0.17 -0.05 0.92 -0.02
0.13 0.30 0.01 0.93
0.15 0.23 0.08 0.11
0.35 0.20 -0.01 0.06
0.06 0.10 0.23 0.17

0.24
0.08
0.11

0.20
0.01
0.06
0.21

0.08
0.08
0.05
0.16
0.45
0.13

0.10
0.17
0.08
0.16
0.03
0.12

0.61
0.34

0.57 -0.17
0.07 -0.18

0.19
0.12

0.17
0.16

0.09
0.23
0.16
0.12
0.89 -0.05
0.03 0.99
0.44 0.12
0.03 0.13

0.91
0.11

0.10

0.95
0.20
0.26
0.29
0.34
0.37
0.17

9 0.09 -0.01
10 0.14 0.44
11 0.089 0.18
12 0.26 0.24
0.07
13 .139
14 0.02 0.33
15 0.34 0.26
16 0.54 0.28

0.91
0.35
0.05

0.04
0.18

0.94
0.17

0.02
0.37

0.08
0.09

0.08
0.17

0.07
0.08

0.92
0.21
0.13

0.90

Table 4.11 shows that for any image of the 16 images in the given example, the highest correlation coefficient is the one between the
noisy image and its corresponding original image.
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4.4.2. Example 2
In this example, up to 60 gray level white Gaussian noise are added to each of 16 original
facial images.
The correlation coefficient is computed between each image and all other images.
For all images, the highest correlation coefficient is the correlation coefficient between
the noisy image and the corresponding original image.

4.4.3. Example 3
In this example, up to70 gray level white Gaussian noise are added to each of 16 original
facial images.
The correlation coefficient is computed between each image and all other images.
For all images, the correlation coefficient between the noisy image and its corresponding
original image is the highest correlation coefficient.

4.4.4. Conclusions
1) The execution time of this algorithm is very small.
2) For each image, the correlation coefficient between the noisy image and its original
image is greater than the correlation coefficient between the noisy image and any other
image in the database.
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3) The correlation coefficient between the noisy image and the corresponding original
image decreases as the noise increases.
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CHAPTER FIVE: IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES: THE PROPOSED
PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM IN CONJUNCTION WITH NEURAL
NETWORKS

5.1. Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are 3 classification structures that can be employed by the
proposed pattern recognition approach; parallel, cascaded and a combination of both parallel and
cascaded structures.
In this chapter, the parallel structure in conjunction with neural Network has been employed by
the proposed pattern recognition system to recognize images, Multi-Criteria Multi-Transform
Neural Network classifier MCMTNN classifier.

5.2. Proposed Pattern Recognition system: A Parallel Implementation

In this implementation example, Multi-Criteria Multi-Transform Neural Network Classifier
MCMTNN [1, 71, 75], the pattern recognizer shown in Figure 5.1, extracts the features in
parallel, from more than one transform domain. These features are obtained from the transform
coefficients representing the input signals in the different domains. Different classification
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criteria in each domain can be developed using the coefficients in that particular domain such as
the spectral characteristics, the energy distribution in the different transform domain regions, etc.
A potentially successful criterion i, with its selected values of the parameters, in a particular
domain, clusters the N input signals into a number of distinct non-overlapping clusters. The
cluster index, according to the ith criterion, is denoted ci, where ci = 1, 2, 3… gi,, and gi is the
number of groups using the ith criterion. Corresponding to a number n of selected criteria, i takes
the values 1, 2… or n. It is worthwhile to note that more than one criterion can be derived from a
given domain. Also, gi is in general, different for the different i's.
The NN Classifier learning continues, by testing all the criteria presented over the parameters
range for each criterion, until a successful set of criteria is obtained. A successful classifier using
n criteria should yield a unique composite index (c1c2c3… cn) corresponding to each of the N
input signals.
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Clustering

Extraction
of coefficients
from Domain 1

Computing Criteria
from Domain 1

Extraction
of coefficients
from Domain 2

Computing Criteria
from Domain 2

NN1

Clustering
NN2

Input
Signals

Decision

Extraction
of coefficients
from Domain D

Computing Criteria
from Domain D

Signal
Index

Clustering
NN D

Figure 5.1: A parallel implementation of the proposed MCMTNN classification technique.
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It is easy to show that

n

N ≤ ∏ gi

(5.1)

i =1

c1 = 1, 2… g1, c2 = 1, 2… g2 , …

cn = 1, 2… gn

n = n1 + n2 + n3 +…+nD

(5.2)

(5.3)

where D is the number of transform domains, and nk is the number of criteria in the kth domain, (
k=1, 2….D).

S ci = subset of N signals in cluster of index ci, i =1,2,…n

A Venn diagram is given in Figure 5.2 for clarification for the case n = 3 .
The hatched area in Figure 5.2 is either empty or contains one particular signal Sp (p=1, 2…or
N). Sp occurs only once for all combinations of possible values 1, 2 …g1, 1, 2 … g2, and 1, 2 …g3
of c1, c2 and c3, respectively.
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Sc

Sc

2

1

Sc

3

Figure 5.2: Venn Diagram of clusters obtained using different criteria, for a three criteria case.
S ci is the set of signals in cluster of index ci using the ith criterion.

5.3. Implementation Example

Sample experimental results are given to illustrate the performance of the proposed technique. In
this example, thirty-two, 8 bit gray level, facial images are downloaded from the Internet
(Olevitti Research Laboratory ORL), Figure 5.3, are introduced to the classifier. The results
obtained using the proposed MCMTNN technique, in case of noisy images, are presented and
compared to those obtained from a NN employing Single Transform, STNN. It is also compared
to the results obtained from Multi-Input Neural Networks.
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Figure 5.3: Thirty-two facial images downloaded from the Internet.
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5.3.1. MCMTNN Classifier
Here, DCT, HAAR and SVD have been used to demonstrate the technique. The selection of
the transforms is not unique and is, intuitively, problem dependent. In addition to
computational complexity considerations, such as the existence of a fast computation
algorithm for a given transform, it is expected that a transform with a higher energy
compaction properties, and consequently feature reduction, is a good candidate to produce
successful results.
A resulting successful structure was obtained. It uses three NN's in parallel and projects the
images in three domains, namely, DCT, HAAR, and Singular Values, Figure 5.4. Each NN has
one neuron in the input layer, 10 neurons in the first hidden layer, 15 neurons in the second
hidden layer, and one neuron in the output layer.
Many criteria have been evaluated in case of noisy data. The following criteria are the ones
which leads to the best classification accuracy in the given example.

•

The first criterion, selected by the first NN, is the sum of the 4 x 4 spatial low frequency
components in the DCT domain for each image.

•

The sum of the 4 x 4 low sequency HAAR coefficients for each image was chosen by the
second NN.

•

Criterion 3, from the singular value decomposition (SVD), resulting from the third NN
learning, is the sum of the ten largest singular values for each image.
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E xtraction
of D CT
coefficien ts

Input
Im ages

E xtraction
of HA AR
coefficients

E xtraction
of SVs
coefficients

( C1 ) C lus te rs 1
1
Criterion 1

NN 1
4

(C 2) C lus te rs 2
1
C riterion 2

D ecision

NN 2
4

(C3) C lusters 3
1
C riterion 3

NN 3
4

Figure 5.4: An implementation example of the proposed MCMTNN classifier
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Im age
Index
c1 c2 c 3

Each NN clusters the images in four groups, Figure 5.5, i.e, gi = 4 for each NN, and i = 1, 2 and
3. The backpropagation algorithm was used for training, yielding a mean square error (MSE) of
10-5.

1, 2,
9, 17,
20, 28

4, 7,
11, 13,
15, 16,
18, 24,
25, 27,
30

5, 8,
10, 12,
14, 22,
29, 31

7, 8,
9, 10,
14, 16,
21, 24,
30, 31

1, 3,
11, 27,
28, 32

1, 3,
9, 15,
17, 18,
26, 29

6, 13,
16, 21,
22, 24,
30, 31

3, 6,
19, 21,
23, 26,32

2, 4,
6, 12,
13, 17,
20, 25,
29

5, 15,
18, 22,
23, 26

2, 4,
8, 10,
11, 23,
27, 32

5, 7,
12, 14,
19, 20,
25, 28

(a) Four clusters of images 1 to
32 according to criterion 1 in
the DCT domain, from NN1.

(b) Four clusters of images 1 to
32 according to criterion 2 in
HAAR domain, from NN2.

(c) Four clusters of images 1 to
32 according to criterion 3 using
SVD, from NN3.

Figure 5.5: Clusters C1, C2 and C3 of images 1 to 32 obtained from each NN
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The MCMTNN classifier, denoted Classifier 1, successfully yields a unique composite index,
c1c2c3, for each image, Figure 5.5, i.e, the classification accuracy is100%. It is easy to obtain the
image number by a simple AND operation of c1, c2, and c3.
In this work, a set of criteria that classified the images successfully was presented. This set is not
unique. There is more than one set of criteria that can be used to produce the same composite
index for each image. The particular set selected by the system among the successful ones
satisfies additional constraints such as computational complexity, noise immunity, etc. In other
words, the proposed technique, when presented with a given classification task, yields more than
one classifier. In this experiment another classifier, denoted Classifier 2, is obtained which yields
100% classification accuracy. It uses the same structure as classifier 1 except the third NN,
where the learning results in a criterion that employs the sum of the second ten largest singular
values instead of the first ten largest singular values.
The performance of different classifiers can be evaluated and/or the redundancy can be used to
devise a voting scheme to enhance the accuracy of classification of incomplete or corrupted data.
Alternatively, a design criterion can be incorporated in the design of the classifiers such that the
fused data from the different classifiers yield acceptable performance under nonideal conditions.
This is presently pursued. An example is given in the following section.

5.3.2. MCMTNN Classifier for corrupted images
Noisy images are generated from the original images by adding up to 80 gray level white
Gaussian noise. The noisy images are presented to Classifier 1 and Classifier 2 described in Sec
5.3.1 and the following results are obtained:
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5.3.2.1.Classification of noisy images by Classifier 1
From the thirty two images in Figure 5.3, thirty images are clustered correctly when using the
first criterion (DCT), all images are clustered correctly when using the second criterion (HAAR)
and 26 images are clustered correctly when using the third criterion (SVD). By simple AND
operation of the outputs of the 3 NNs, 26 images out of the thirty two are recognized successfully
when using this classifier.

5.3.2.2.Classification of noisy images by Classifier 2
From the input thirty two images in Figure 5.3, thirty images are clustered correctly when using
the first criterion (DCT), all images are clustered correctly when using the second criterion
(HAAR) and 24 images are clustered correctly when using the third criterion (SVD). By
combining the outputs of the 3 NNs, 24 images out of the 32 are recognized successfully when
classifier 2 is used.
It is worthwhile to note that classifier 2 is designed such that the images that Classifier 1 fails to
recognize are recognized successfully by Classifier 2, and vice versa, when an additional
deciding appropriate criterion is introduced. This is illustrated in the following Section.
5.3.2.3.Classification enhancement by combining Classifier 1 and Classifier 2
By using a simple detector and another feature of the image, energy in this example, we
determine which of the two results, from classifiers 1 and 2, when they disagree, is correct. This
additional voting step resulted in recognizing all of the thirty two images successfully.
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5.3.3. STNN Classifier
This structure uses one NN and one transform, Figure 5.6.

Image 1
Input
signals

Extraction of
coefficients

Criterion
Selection

NN
Image 32

Figure 5.6: Recognition of images using the STNN classifier

The STNN classifier is trained with different criteria in different domains.
The neural network that successfully classifies the images in Figure 5.3 has one neuron in the
input layer, 20 neurons in the first hidden layer, 30 neurons in the second hidden layer, 40
neurons in the third hidden layer, 50 neurons in the fourth hidden layer and one neuron in the
output layer. A Backpropagation algorithm is used for training with MSE of 10-5.
It is worthwhile to note that the number of outputs of the STNN classifier is much more than
that of the proposed approach. The time taken in training the STNN classifier is expected,
and confirmed experimentally, to be more than that of the time taken to train the MCMTNN.
It is approximately five times in this example, since the NN used for the STNN classifier
contains 140 neurons in the hidden layers, while the NNs used for the MCMTNN only
contain 25. Moreover, grouping images into 4 groups would obviously take less time for
training than the time taken to group images into 32 groups.
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The classifiers are tested with images corrupted with noise. The criterion in a particular domain
that gives the best results is retained. After many trials, the best results obtained using one of the
3 transforms, DCT, HAAR and SVD, are as follows:
1) In the DCT domain, six images out of the thirty-two are recognized successfully and the
criterion selected by the STNN is the sum of the 4 x 4 low frequency components.
2) In the HAAR domain, eight images out of the thirty-two are recognized successfully and the
criterion selected by the STNN is the sum of the 4 x 4 spatial low sequency components, for
each image.
3) Using SVD, eight images out of the thirty-two are recognized successfully when using the
sum of the 4 largest Singular values for each image.

5.3.4. Multi-Input Neural Network
In this Section, a multi-input neural network has been trained to recognize thirty two facial
images in Figure 5.3. The structure used has the following specifications:
3 neurons in the input layer, 7 neurons in the first hidden layer, 15 neurons in the second hidden
layer, 20 neurons in the third hidden layer, and one neuron in the output layer. Backporpagation
algorithm has been used in training.
Different combinations of criteria have been introduced to the multi-input neural network. The
combination that gives the best results is: The sum of the 4 x 4 spatial low frequency components
in the DCT domain for each image, the sum of the 4 x 4 low sequency HAAR coefficients for
each image and the sum of the ten largest singular values for each image.
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Different mean square errors have been tried.
The following results are obtained:
1) 10-1 MSE, 8 images out of 32 images are recognized correctly.
2) 10-3 MSE, 8 images out of 32 images are recognized correctly.
3) 10-5 MSE, only 4 images out of 32 are recognized correctly.
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CHAPTER SIX: PROPOSED PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM USING
DECISION TREE

6.1. Introduction

Classification decision tree algorithms have been used recently in pattern recognition problems.
In this chapter, we are proposing a self-designing system, employing the classification tree
algorithms [74], capable of recognizing a large number of signals. The classifiers are connected
in cascaded. A large number of classification techniques can be used to binary classify signals
presented at the nodes of the classification decision tree. Neural Networks and Vector
Qunatization are two classification techniques, used in the presented implementation examples,
that have shown high classification accuracy in the literature. At the terminal nodes, each signal
is identified by a composite index according to its path through the decision tree. The results
obtained show the feasibility of the proposed system in case of noisy images.
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6.2. Proposed Pattern Recognition system: A Cascaded Implementation

A combination of the original as well as the preprocessed signals is projected into different
transform domains. Enormous sets of criteria, characterizing the signals, can be developed from
the signal representations in these domains. The availability of a large number of criteria enables
the system to recognize different types of signals.
At each node of the classification tree, an appropriately selected criterion, of less complexity and
more immunity against noise, is optimized and employed by the optimum classification
technique to divide the signals, presented at that node in that stage, into two approximately equal
groups. At the terminal node of the tree, each signal is represented by a unique composite, binary
word index, corresponding to the signal path through the tree.
Two extreme situations are given in the following sections. In Figure 6.1 the pattern with the
highest probability of occurrence is identified in one stage, while the pattern with the lowest
probability is identified after N-1 stages. For the structure in Figure 6.2, each pattern is identified
after r stages, where N =2r.
The optimum classification structure is selected according to the nature of the problem under
consideration.
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6.3. Classification Structures

6.3.1. Recognition of one Signal at Each Stage
The first design of the binary classification unit (BCU-1) [2,73], is used when apriori information
regarding the probability of occurrence of each signal, with one of them being dominant, in the
group of signals presented to the BCU, is available.
In this structure, there is only one node and one BCU at each stage, Figure 6.1.
One of the signals, sij, in the group of signals presented to BCU-1 at the jth stage, say (BCU-1)j ,
is dominant, i.e, has the highest probability in this group. (BCU-1)j employs criterion Cj to group
the input set of signals, Sj, to (BCU-1)j in two groups. One group gwj contains the dominant
signal only, sij, where sij is the signal uniquely identified by (BCU-1)j at the jth stage while the
second group, gw(j+1), contains the remaining signals in the input group Sj. thus

gwj =sij

(6.1)

gw(j+1) =Sj - sij = Sj+1

(6.2)

where the subscript wj and wj+1 are binary words equal to j and j+1, respectively.

Referring to the multistage structure in Figure 6.1, the set S of N signals, s1, s2, s3… sN, is to be
classified where S = (s1, s2, s3… sN).
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S = (s , s , s , ...s )
S 1= S

1

2

N

3

1

(BCU-1)

1

g1= S1 - si1= S 2

g1

g0

g 0 = s i1

(BCU-1)
g 10

g11= S2 - si2= S3

g 11

g 10= s i2

2

(BCU-1)
g110

g110= s i3

3

g111

g 111= S3- s i3= S 3

(BCU-1)

N-2

g = S - si(N-2)= S(N-1)
11...1

(BCU-1)

N-2

s i(N-1)+ siN

N-1

si(N-2)
g 11...11 = s
g 11...10 = s

iN

i(N-1)

Figure 6.1: A Tree Structure for Recognition of N Signals, one signal identified at each stage
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The probability of occurrence associated with the patterns are

Psi1 , Psi 2

PsiN such that Psi1 > Psi 2 >

> PsiN

(6.3)

The N signals are extracted in a descending order of their probability. Thus, a signal with higher
probability is classified with fewer classification stages compared with a signal with lower
probability. This, in general, is expected to lead to an overall reduction in the average time and
amount of computations required for recognition.

6.3.2. Classification of Signals of Equal Probability of Occurrence
The second design, BCU-2, is used when either no probability information is available or all the
signals in the group presented to the BCU are almost equally probable. The BCU used at each
node, BCU-2, groups the input patterns in two groups, each containing the same number of
patterns. The corresponding structure is shown in Figure 6.2.

•

At the jth stage, there are q nodes

q = 2j-1

•

(6.4)

The number of stages required to uniquely identify each of the N = 2r input patterns is Ns.

Ns = r

(6.5)
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•

The total number of (BCU-2)’s equals is Nbcu

Nbcu = N-1

•

(6.6)

At the kth node, (k=1, 2 …q), in the jth stage, (BCU-2)jk employs criterion Cjk to group its
input set of patterns, Sjk, into two groups, gwo, and gw1, where wo and w1 are j bit binary
words equal to 2k-2 and 2k-1, respectively.
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Figure 6.2: A tree structure for recognition of N signals of unknown probability of occurrence

The system operates in two modes, namely, the learning (training) mode, and the running mode.
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6.4. Modes of Operation

6.4.1. Learning Mode
The algorithm, in the learning mode, Figure 6.3, is summarized as follows:

Pattern Recognition
System (Fig.6.1 or Fig.6.2)

S xx

x0

or S xx

j −1 bits

S=(s 1 ,…, s N)
Training data
N=2 r

Projection of

•

data to

•

different
domains

Feature
extraction
Criteria
formulation
and
development

x1

j − 1 bits

BCU
Criteria
Evaluation

S xx

xx 0

j bits

S xx

xx 1

j bits

Figure 6.3 The Proposed Pattern Recognition System in the Learning Mode

The original and preprocessed signals are projected and analyzed in different transform domains.
Distinguishing characteristics are extracted in each of these domains. Corresponding to each
feature, a criterion is developed that computes a quantitative measure of the feature parameters.
The system tests all available criteria. Starting from j=1, Figure 6.1or Figure 6.2, and progressing
towards the output, different criteria are evaluated.
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The quantitative measure using Cjk divides the input signals set Sjk to Binary classification unit
(BCU)jk into two subgroups, gxxx…x0 and gxxx…x1. A signal in the input group Sjk belongs to
subgroup gxxx…x0 if the signal falls in a certain range, say ro, and belongs to subgroup gxxx…x1 if it
is in the range r1. The distance from ro to r1 is a guard range corresponding to unsuccessful
classification.
It is worthwhile to note that to enhance the system'
s reliability particularly under nonideal
conditions such as noisy or corrupt data, several (BCU)'
s each operating with its appropriately
selected criterion, are used in a voting scheme to replace a critical (BCU)jk. The prespecified
optimality constraints for adapting/ selecting a criterion Cjk include computational complexity,
distance between the subgroups (guard range), classification accuracy with noisy / distorted data,
etc.
The steps above are followed until each member of the N input patterns in case of recognition (N
district groups in case of classification) is uniquely classified, by the k bits binary word subscript
of gxxx…x at the output stage depending on the number of stages used.
For unique classification of N patterns, the number of Binary Classification Units (BCU'
s)
needed equals N-1. It is assumed that no apriori information is available regarding the
distribution signals to be classified. As a result, no particular order in the grouping or extraction
of a certain member is emphasized.
In the training mode, in the given examples, different classification methods are attempted to
binary cluster the signals at each node of the classification decision tree. The results obtained
show that vector quantization techniques give higher classification accuracy, in the presence of
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white Gaussian additive noise, than the other classification methods presented in literature.
Vector quantization has been gainfully exploited in this system so that the full search of the
whole codebook is avoided.

6.4.2. Running Mode
The steps in the running mode, Figure 6.4, can be described as follows:

Selected structure

Unknown
pattern

Project the
input pattern
into transform
domain and
compute
criteria as
needed

(BCU)1,1

Decision

(BCU)2,1

(BCU)3,2

(BCU)r,k

Figure 6.4: The Proposed Pattern Recognition System in the Running Mode
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The unknown pattern Pu is projected into the appropriately selected domains in the training
mode.
According to the path Pu takes in Figure 6.1 or Figure 6.2, say it reaches the input of (BCU)jk, the
appropriate criterion Cjk is computed, and the correct group(path) gxxx…xo or gxxx…x1 is identified.
The process is repeated for j=1, 2…k where the unknown pattern is recognized by the k bits
binary word subscript of gxx…x.

6.5. Implementation Examples

6.5.1. Eight Biomedical images Example
In this example, eight, 8 bit gray level, biomedical images are downloaded from the Internet
(Dept. of Dermatology-University of Iowa, college of medicine), Figure 6.5 Noisy images were
generated by adding up to 80 gray level white Gaussian additive noise to the 8 original images,
Figure 6.6. The system was trained to recognize the noise free images. Then, the system was
redesigned to recognize the corrupted images too.
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Figure 6.5: Eight biomedical images downloaded from the Internet
55

Figure 6.6: Eight noisy biomedical images
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6.5.1.1.Results using VQ in conjunction with DT
The proposed system employed the classification structure shown in, Figure 6.7.

(BCU)1,1
S0
S00

S1

(BCU)2,1

(BCU)3,1
S000
S001

S10

S01
S010

(BCU)3,2
S011

S100

(BCU)2,2

(BCU)3,3
S101

S

11

S110

(BCU)3,4
S111

Figure 6.7: Recognition of 8 images using the proposed system

The performance of the proposed pattern recognition system in this example can be described as
follows:
At the first stage, the input images are grouped into 2 groups; S0 and S1. Then, in the next stage,
each group is divided into 2 more groups. The process continues until finally each of the input
images is uniquely identified using 3 criteria.
There is a unique one to one correspondence between the identified patterns S00 to S111 and the
input patterns s1 to s8 in the input set S.
The following criteria have been employed by the BCU'
s used in this example:
1) Summation of the largest 10 singular values representing each input image.
2) Summation of the 3 x 3 spatial low frequency components in the DCT domain for each image.
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3) Summation of the 3 x 3 low sequency HAAR coefficients.
4) The ratio between the maximum gray level and the mean value of each image.
The system was able to recognize all 8 noisy images correctly using 7 criteria.

6.5.1.2.Results using Single Transform Neural Network Classifier
This structure uses one NN and one transform, Figure 6.8. The STNN classifier is trained with
different criteria developed from different transform domains.

Image 1
Input
signals

Extraction of
coefficients

Criterion
Selection

NN
Image 8

Figure 6.8: Recognition of 8 images using STNN Classifier

The neural network, which successfully recognizes the images, has one neuron in the input layer,
10 neurons in the first hidden layer, 15 neurons in the second hidden layer and one neuron in the
output layer.
A Backpropagation algorithm with different MSE (10-1, 10-3, 10-5) is used in training the neural
network.
The classifier is tested with images corrupted with up to 80 gray level additive noise. The best
results are obtained when the sum of the 3 x 3 spatial low frequency components in the DCT
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domain for each image is introduced to the input of the neural network. Two images out of 8
images are recognized correctly.

6.5.1.3.Results using Multi-Input Neural Network classifier
A Multi-Input Neural Network has been trained to recognize the 8 biomedical images. Different
combinations of 3 criteria have been used in training the Multi-Input Neural Network with
different mean square error (MSE).
When testing the classifier with noisy images, 3 images out of 8 images are recognized correctly.

6.5.2. Eight Facial images Example
In this example, eight, 8 bit gray level, facial images, Figure 6.9, are downloaded from the
Internet (Olevitti Research Laboratory ORL). Noisy images were generated by adding up to 80
gray level white Gaussian additive noise to the 8 images.
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Figure 6.9: Eight facial images downloaded from the Internet

6.5.2.1.Results using VQ in conjunction with DT
The proposed technique is employed resulting in a structure similar to the one in the previous
example, Figure 6.7. The system employs the optimum set of criteria that are capable of
grouping the noisy images at each stage of the pattern recognition process with the highest
accuracy.
All 8 images are recognized successfully.

6.5.2.2.Results Using Single Transform Neural Network Classifier
The best obtainable results yield three images out of the eight images that are recognized
correctly.
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6.5.2.3. Results using Multi-input Neural Network Classifier
The best obtainable results yield four images out of the eight images to be recognized correctly.
By comparing the results, including these two sample examples, when the proposed approach,
the STNN, and the Multi-Input Neural Network are used, the proposed approach gives superior
results in terms of classification accuracy and computational complexity. This can be shown in
Table 6.1.

Table 6.1
Comparison between the classification accuracy of the Proposed Technique, STNN and the
Multi-Input Neural Network for the recognition of the signals in the previous two examples.

Approach

Proposed

STNN

Classifier
Classification Accuracy of
Example 1
Classification Accuracy of
Example 2

Multi-Input Neural
Network

100%

25%

37.5%

100%

37.5%

50%
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6.5.3. Thirty-two Facial images Example
In this example, 32 eight bit gray level, facial images are downloaded from the Internet (Olevitti
Research Laboratory ORL), Figure 6.10.
Up to 80 gray level white Gaussian additive noise was introduced to the 32 original images,
Figure 6.11.
It is to be noted that the classifier in this example was originally trained with noise free images.
When the images were corrupted with noise, the performance was degraded. The classifier
performance was optimized by the proper selection of criteria and structure to restore the high
accuracy.
In this section, the results obtained using the proposed technique are given and compared to the
results obtained from using single stage neural network. It is also compared to the results
obtained when using multi-input neural network.
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Figure 6.10: Thirty-two facial images downloaded from the Internet
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6.5.3.1.Results obtained using the proposed pattern recognition technique in conjunction with
VQ
.After testing all available criteria, the optimum set of criteria that is less susceptible to noise in
this example is as follows:
1) DCT transform: sum of the 3 x 3 low frequency components, sum of the 4 x 4 low frequency
components, sum of the 3 x 3 high frequency components, the maximum DCT coefficient, the
ratio between the maximum and minimum coefficients, etc.
2) Haar transform: summation of 5x5 low sequency HAAR coefficients, summation of 3x3 mid
sequency HAAR coefficients, summation of 4x4 low sequency HAAR coefficients, etc.
3) Singular value decomposition: summation of largest 10 values, summation of the largest 5
singular values, the largest singular value extracted from the binary image representing the
edges of the image to be recognized, etc.
4) Energy of signal.
The signals presented at each node, in each stage, of the classification decision tree were binary
clustered using vector quantization techniques. When the system was tested with noisy images,
all images were recognized correctly.
The classifier design in this example was performed for a particular noise and signal degradation
range. When the input images in the running mode have lower Signal to Noise ratio, in
comparison with those used in the training mode, the 100% accuracy will not be maintained, and
the classifier has to be redesigned. It is expected as the Signal to Noise ratio drops below some
value, the complexity of the classifier will increase and the classification accuracy will decrease.
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6.5.3.2.Results obtained using the proposed pattern recognition technique in conjunction with
NN
After testing all available criteria, the optimum set of criteria that is less susceptible to noise in
this example is as follows:
1) DCT transform: sum of the 3 x 3 low frequency components, sum of the 4 x 4 low frequency
components, sum of the 3 x 3 high frequency components, the maximum DCT coefficient, the
ratio between the maximum and minimum coefficients, etc.
2) Haar transform: summation of 5x5 low sequency HAAR coefficients, summation of 3x3 mid
sequency HAAR coefficients, summation of 4x4 low sequency HAAR coefficients, etc.
3) Singular value decomposition: summation of largest 10 values, summation of the largest 5
singular values, the largest singular value extracted from the binary image representing the
edges of the image to be recognized, etc.
The signals at each node, in each stage, were split into 2 groups such that the statistical
properties are the same in the two groups [54]. Then, neural network was trained to split images,
at each node of the decision tree, into 2 groups of almost the same number of images. The
structure of the neural network used in this example has the following specifications: 7 neurons
in the first hidden layer, 10 neurons in the second hidden layer and one neuron in the output
layer. Back propagation algorithm, with 10-5 MSE, was used in training the neural network.
At the running mode, when the noisy images were introduced to the neural network, the
recognition accuracy was 96.8%.
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6.5.3.3.Results using Single Stage Neural Network
The neural network was trained to recognize any of the 32 images using only one stage. The
single stage neural network, STNN, employed different criteria developed from different
domains.
The neural network that was successfully trained to recognize images in this example has one
neuron in the input layer, 20 neurons in the first hidden layer, 30 neurons in the second
hidden layer, 40 neurons in the third hidden layer, 50 neurons in the fourth hidden layer and
one neuron in the output layer. A Backpropagation algorithm was used for training with MSE
of 10-5.
The neural network was tested with images corrupted with noise. The criterion in a particular
domain that gives the best results was retained. After many trials, the best results obtained
were as follows:
1) In the DCT domain, six images out of the thirty-two were recognized successfully and the
criterion selected by the STNN is the sum of the 4 x 4 spatial low frequency components for
each image.
2) In the HAAR domain, eight images out of the thirty-two are recognized successfully and the
criterion selected by the STNN is the sum of the 4 x 4 low sequency HAAR coefficients for
each image.
3) Using SVD, eight images out of the thirty-two are recognized successfully when using the
sum of the 4 largest Singular values for each image.
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6.5.3.4.Results using Multi-Input Neural Network
A multi-input neural network has been trained to recognize 32 facial images in Figure 6.10.
The structure used has the following specifications: 3 neurons in the input layer, 7 neurons in the
first hidden layer, 15 neurons in the second hidden layer, 20 neurons in the third hidden layer,
and one neuron in the output layer. Backporpagation algorithm has been used in training.
Three criteria have been introduced to the multi-input neural network:
1) The sum of the 4 x 4 spatial low frequency components in the DCT domain for each image.
2) The sum of the 4 x 4 low sequency HAAR coefficients for each image.
3) The sum of the ten largest singular values for each image.

Different mean square errors have been tried.
The following results are obtained:
1) 10-1 MSE, 8 images out of 32 images are recognized correctly.
2) 10-3 MSE, 8 images out of 32 images are recognized correctly.
3) 10-5 MSE, only 4 images out of 32 are recognized correctly.
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Figure 6.11: Thirty-two noisy facial images
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1. Conclusions

In this dissertation, a novel one and multidimensional signal recognition technique using
multicriteria processing and data fusion has been proposed.
The signal recognition process is performed in 2 stages, feature extraction followed by
classification. Some criteria are computed from the features extracted from the signals when
projected into different transform domains. Other criteria are developed from the signals after
preprocessing. Canny, Prewitt, Zerocrossing and Roberts Edge Detection techniques have been
employed to extract some useful features of the input signals. Different classification techniques
have been attempted such as the classification decision tree, neural networks, vector
quantization, classification such that the distance between the groups are maximum, clustering
the signals to groups of the same statistical properties, etc.
The proposed algorithm for the pattern recognition system is described in detail in Chapter 3.
The system operates in two modes: the learning mode and the running mode.
1) In the learning mode, the optimum set of criteria satisfying certain conditions such as
simplicity, high immunity against noise… etc is selected by the system to classify the signals
at each stage of the multi-stage classifier.
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2) In the running mode, the signals to be recognized, are presented at each node, in each stage
and assigned an index based on the selected criteria, in the training mode, and according to
the classification technique used. Finally, at the terminal nodes, each signal is identified by a
unique composite index.
Chapter 4 presents some of the experimental results obtained when classifying images using
certain types of classification techniques, based on different types of criteria. It also presents the
effect of using preprocessing techniques on the classification accuracy. The results obtained
show that the optimum set of criteria and most suitable classification approach for recognizing
any signal is problem dependent. In other words, the classification accuracy resulting from using
a particular criterion and a specific classification method differs from one problem to the other.
Therefore, the ability of the proposed pattern recognition system to select the optimum criteria
and the most suitable classification technique that suits the problem under consideration leads to
superior classification accuracy relative to some existing techniques.
Chapter five presents some implementation examples illustrating the performance of the
proposed technique and its high accuracy in image recognition when using the parallel structure.
The system in these examples employs NN's in parallel and three classification criteria obtained
from the image projections in three transform domains. The obtained results are compared to a
traditional, Single Transform Neural Network, implementation. It is also compared to MultiInput Neural Networks. The comparison proves the feasibility of the proposed technique and its
improved performance in terms of an appreciable reduction in the overall computational
complexity, increased speed and high accuracy.
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Some experimental results are also presented in Chapter 6 demonstrating the performance of the
proposed pattern recognition system using the cascaded structure in the form of the classification
decision tree. The proposed approach has been applied to facial images, as well as biomedical
images. The results obtained verify the high efficiency, the reduced computational complexity,
and superior classification accuracy of the proposed system, relative to Single Input Neural
Network and Multi-Input Neural Network.
The large number of available criteria made the proposed pattern recognition system capable of
recognizing different types of signals. It has the property of evolutionary learning by selecting
the criteria as well as optimizing each criterion for best overall performance in terms of speed,
accuracy, and complexity. The proposed system has also shown a great efficiency for different
classification environments such as noisy and incomplete data.
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7.2. Future Work

Although different types of criteria and classification methods have been examined, throughout
this dissertation, by the proposed pattern recognition system, there is still no general approach
available that can be applied for all cases. Therefore, more work must be done to examine more
criteria and more classification techniques to enhance the performance of the suggested pattern
recognition system for all types of problems.
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APPENDIX

SOURCE CODE OF DEVELOPED ALGORITHMS
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%The main goal of this algothm is to identify any input signal with a composit index based on
the groups numbers. Many criteria are tested for grouping the signals . The selected set of criteria
gives the best classification accuracy in case of corrupted data. Also a voting scheme is
employed to enhance the performace of the system.
clc
clear all
ni=input('enter the number of images ');
g=input('the number of groups ');
gs=input('enter which set of images as noisy images ');
k=1;
maxz=input('enter the maximum number of times we do regrouping ');
nc=4;
nt=1;
nmc=input('enter the number of criteria doing the same function ');
ns=input('enter the maximum number of gray levels added for noise ');
nb=input('enter the size of image ');
fi=input('enter the first image we start with ');
fil=input('enter ced for edge and c for orignal ');
system2(nb,ni,g,k,maxz,ns,gs,fi,fil);
regroupcritmg(ni,nt,g);
[ss]=similarcrit(ni,nmc);
votepart(ni);
% This part is for votes of partial accuracy
votemg(ni,ss,g);
out=zeros(ni,3);
for i=1:ni
[wr,vtn]=votesgim(ni,g,i);
out(i,1)=i;
out(i,2)=vtn;
out(i,3)=wr;
end
save out.dat out -ascii –double
function []=regroupcritmg(ni,nt,ng)
% This function is used to regroup images into ng groups
% number of stages used =n
% nt=number of trials
n=log(ni)/log(2);
% imagind is a matrix of all images and their indices produced from
% the different criteria and this criteria,
for v=1:nt
fd=['s' num2str(v) '.dat' ];
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fp=fopen(fd,'w');
imagind=zeros(ni+1,ni+2);
for i=1:ni
imagind(1,i+2)=i;
end
fprintf(fp,'%d\n',imagind(1,:));
% lets choose the first criterion to be dct.
load indexdct2.dat
load indexdct.dat
load indexhaar.dat
load indexsvd.dat
load indexedsvd.dat
load indexenav.dat
load indexmxmndct.dat
load indexmxmnhaar.dat
load edgfor.dat
load indexwav.dat
load indexedwav.dat
[rd,cd]=size(indexdct);
[rh,ch]=size(indexhaar);
[rs,cs]=size(indexsvd);
[res,ces]=size(indexedsvd);
[re,ce]=size(indexenav);
[rdm,cdm]=size(indexmxmndct);
[rhm,chm]=size(indexmxmnhaar);
[ref,cef]=size(edgfor);
[rw,cw]=size(indexwav);
[rwe,cwe]=size(indexedwav);
y=zeros(2,(ni+2));
y(1,:)=indexdct(1,(ni+2));
y(1,1)=0;
y(1,2)=0;
%for u=1:(ni+2)
% imagind(2,u)=1; % this step because we don't know which criteria
%end
% It is better to start with crtieria that gives zero errors then see
% the groups are almost the same.
st=zeros(1,(ni+4));
st(1,(ni+4))=ni;
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for i=1:rd/2
if indexdct((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexdct((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexdct((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:rh/2
if indexhaar((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexhaar((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexhaar((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:rdm/2
if indexmxmndct((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexmxmndct((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexmxmndct((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:rhm/2
if indexmxmnhaar((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexmxmnhaar((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexmxmnhaar((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:rs/2
if indexsvd((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexsvd((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexsvd((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
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end
end
end
for i=1:rw/2
if indexwav((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexwav((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexwav((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:rwe/2
if indexedwav((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexedwav((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexedwav((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:res/2
if indexedsvd((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexedsvd((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexedsvd((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:re/2
if indexenav((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=indexenav((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=indexenav((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
for i=1:ref/2
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if edgfor((2*i-1),(ni+3))==ni
l=edgfor((2*i-1),(ni+4));
l1=ni-l;
if (abs(l-l1))<st(1,(ni+4))
st(1,:)=edgfor((2*i-1),1:(ni+4));
end
end
end
imagind(2,1:(ni+3))=st(1,1:(ni+3));
imagind(2,1:(ni+3))
ii=2;
i=1;
while(i<(ni))
i=i+1;
% we don't take the row if there is only one image in group.
q=0;
for a=3:(ni+2)
if imagind(i,a)~=0
q=q+1;
end
end
if (q==0 |q==1)
i=i+1;
end
q2=0;
for w=3:(ni+1)
for ww=(w+1):(ni+2)
if (imagind(i,w)==imagind(i,ww) & imagind(i,w)~=0)
q2=q2+1;
end
end
end
if (q2==0)
i=i+1;
end
y(1,:)=imagind(1,1:(ni+2));
y(2,:)=imagind((i),1:(ni+2));
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[temp,in,nni]=diffcritmg(y,ni,ng);
%nni is the new number of images grouped without zeros.
% this part so that no zero rows
for k=1:ng
q=0;
for a=3:in(1,k)+2
if temp(3*k,a)~=0
q=q+1;
end
end
if q~=0
ii=ii+1
for jj=3:ni+2
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
if imagind(1,jj)==temp((3*k-2),j)
imagind((ii),1:2)=temp(3*k,1:2);
imagind((ii),jj)=temp(3*k,j);
imagind(ii,(ni+3))=temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4));
end
end
end
end
save imagind.dat imagind -ascii -double
% c11, c12 are the criteria used and we don't want to use it again
c11=imagind(ii,1);
c12=imagind(ii,2);
fprintf(fp,'%d\n',imagind(ii,:));
end
end
fclose(fp);
end
save imagind.dat imagind -ascii –double
% This function is used to find nc criteria giving the same grouping according to
% imagind.dat
function [ss]=similarcrit(ni,nc)
%if dct starts with 7
% if haar starts with 8
% if svd starts with 9
% if dct 333 1, it is the same as dct 335 1
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% nc is the number of similar criteria
%fd='s1.dat';
%fid=fopen(fd,'r');
%inorder to open file
%x=fscanf(fid,'%lf',[ni+1 ni+2]);
%it reads the elements into column
%fclose(fid);
load imagind.dat
[ri,ci]=size(imagind);
% This part romoves the zero rows from imagind.dat
for s=2:ri
%if imagind(s,1)==0
if imagind(s,1)~=0
% the previous line is not working with multigrouping
% x=zeros((s-1),ci);
% x(1:(s),1:ci)=imagind(1:(s),1:ci);
ss=s;
end
end
x=imagind;
% % A is a matrix of all criteria which gives the same grouping according to s1.
load indexdct.dat
load indexhaar.dat
load indexmxmndct.dat
load indexmxmnhaar.dat
load indexsvd.dat
load indexedsvd.dat
load indexenav.dat
load edgfor.dat
load indexwav.dat
load indexedwav.dat

[rd,cd]=size(indexdct);
[rh,ch]=size(indexhaar);
[rdm,cdm]=size(indexmxmndct);
[rhm,chm]=size(indexmxmnhaar);
[rs,cs]=size(indexsvd);
[res,ces]=size(indexsvd);
[re,ce]=size(indexenav);
[ref,cef]=size(edgfor);
[rw,cw]=size(indexwav);
[rwe,cwe]=size(indexedwav);
%A=zeros((ss),(3*nc));
A=zeros((ri),(3*nc));
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size(A)
size(x)
A(:,1:2)=x(:,1:2);
A(:,3)=x(:,(ni+3));
% matrix of criteria doing same function.
a1=zeros((2*(ni-1)*nc),(ni+3));
a=0;
%for i=2:ss
for i=2:ss
A(i,1:2)=x((i),1:2);
A(i,3)=0;
t=3;
for w=1:rdm/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used again
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
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if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmndct((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:rhm/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
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if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==
indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1);
%for haar
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmnhaar((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:re/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexenav((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used again
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
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yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexenav((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexenav((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexenav((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexenav((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexenav((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexenav((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexenav((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexenav((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexenav((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexenav((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:rd/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexdct((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
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end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used aagin
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexdct((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexdct((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexdct((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexdct((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexdct((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexdct((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexdct((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexdct((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexdct((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexdct((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:rh/2
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if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexhaar((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexhaar((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexhaar((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexhaar((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexhaar((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexhaar((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexhaar((2*w-1),1);
%for haar
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexhaar((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexhaar((2*w-1),(ni+3));
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a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexhaar((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexhaar((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:rs/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexsvd((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexsvd((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexsvd((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexsvd((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexsvd((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexsvd((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
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t=t+1;
o=indexsvd((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexsvd((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexsvd((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexsvd((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexsvd((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
end
for w=1:res/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexedsvd((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexedsvd((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexedsvd((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexedsvd((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexedsvd((2*w-1),2))
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k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexedsvd((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexedsvd((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexedsvd((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexedsvd((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexedsvd((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexedsvd((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
end
for w=1:rw/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexwav((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexwav((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
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xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexwav((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexwav((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexwav((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexwav((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexwav((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexwav((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexwav((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexwav((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexwav((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
end
for w=1:rwe/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexedwav((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
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k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexedwav((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexedwav((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexedwav((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexedwav((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexedwav((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexedwav((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexedwav((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexedwav((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexedwav((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexedwav((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
end
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for w=1:rdm/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used again
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
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a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmndct((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmndct((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:rhm/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1)
& A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
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t=t+1;
o=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1);
%for haar
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmnhaar((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexmxmnhaar((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:ref/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=edgfor((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used again
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(edgfor((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & edgfor((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
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if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==edgfor((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==edgfor((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & edgfor((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=edgfor((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=edgfor((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=edgfor((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=edgfor((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=edgfor((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
for w=1:re/2
if t<((3*nc)+1)
l=0;
for j=3:(ni+2)
if x(i,j)~=0;
if x(i,j)~=indexenav((2*w-1),j);
l=l+1;
end
end
end
% this part is to make sure that if dct 345,1 is used, 355, 1 isn't used again
k=0;
for tt=1:t/3
yy=num2str(A(i,(3*tt-2)));
yyyy=yy(1,2);
yp=yy(1,3);
xx=num2str(indexenav((2*w-1),1));
xxxx=xx(1,2);
xp=xx(1,3);
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yyy=str2num(yyyy);
xxx=str2num(xxxx);
ypp=str2num(yp);
xpp=str2num(xp);
if (yyy==xxx & ypp==xpp & A(i,(3*tt-1))==2 & indexenav((2*w-1),2)==2)
k=2;
end
if ((A(i,(3*tt-2)))==indexenav((2*w-1),1) & A(i,(3*tt-1))==indexenav((2*w-1),2))
k=2;
end
if (yyy==xxx & A(i,(3*tt-1))==1 & indexenav((2*w-1),2)==1)
k=2;
end
end
if (l==0 & k==0)
t=t+1;
o=indexenav((2*w-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
A(i,t)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexenav((2*w-1),2);
t=t+1;
A(i,t)=indexenav((2*w-1),ni+3);
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexenav((2*w-1),1:(ni+3));
a=a+1;
a1(a,1:(ni+3))=indexenav((2*w),1:(ni+3));
end
end
end
%crtfn is a matrix of criteria doing the same function
save crtfn.dat A -ascii -double
cor=zeros(a,(ni+3));
%cor(:,1:(ni+3))=a1(1:a,1:(ni+3));
%save noiscorrect.dat cor -ascii -double
% This function is used to develop some criteria and compute the accuracy of each of them
in case of noisy images
% 1. vQ

2.equal statistical groups and nnet
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function []=system2(nb,ni,g,k,maxz,ns,gs,fi,fil)
% fil indicates if the image is used or the edges in the transforms.
%nb=size(image)
q=0;
d=basis(nb);
dctd= d(1:nb,1:nb);
haard= d((nb+1):(2*nb),1:nb);
for hi=3:1:5
%the first coefficients =0 after average removede
for mid=3:1:5
for low=3:1:5
[fd,fh,fdn,fhn]=sumcoeff1(nb,dctd,haard,ni,hi,mid,low,ns,gs,fi,fil); %returns the files names
for v=1:3
nc=4;
q=q+1;
%ddct=grouping(fd,ni,v,g); %returns target vectors naming each image with
%[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc); %grouping such as
statistical property is the same
[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(7) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexdct((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexdct((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexdct((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=ddct(1,1:ni);
indexdct((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexdct((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
%[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fd,fdn,ddct,ni,v,nc,k);
indexdct((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexdct((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexdct((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexdct((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexdct((2*q),2)=v;
indexdct((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexdct2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexdct2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexdct2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexdct2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexdct2((2*q),2)=v;
indexdct2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexdct2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexdct2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexdct2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexdct2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
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indexdct2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexdct2.dat indexdct2 -ascii -double
save indexdct.dat indexdct -ascii -double
%dhaar=grouping(fh,ni,v,g);
% group number
[n1,dhaar,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fh,fhn,ni,v,nc);
%[dhaar,jj,xf]=tv(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,dhaar,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fh,fhn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(8) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexhaar((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexhaar((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexhaar((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=dhaar(1,1:ni);
indexhaar((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexhaar((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
% It doesn't take care of indexdct2
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fh,fhn,dhaar,ni,v,nc,k);
indexhaar((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexhaar((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexhaar((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexhaar((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexhaar((2*q),2)=v;
indexhaar((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexhaar2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexhaar2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexhaar2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexhaar2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexhaar2((2*q),2)=v;
indexhaar2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexhaar2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexhaar2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexhaar2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexhaar2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexhaar2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexhaar2.dat indexhaar2 -ascii -double
save indexhaar.dat indexhaar -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% This part is used to find the wavelet of images, then edges, then cosine transform.
q=0;
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fil='ced';
[rc]=edwavlet(ni,2,1,1,nb,fil,ns);
%This step is only for computation of rc
d=basis(rc);
dctd= d(1:rc,1:rc);
haard= d((rc+1):(2*rc),1:rc);
for hi=3:1:5
%the first coefficients =0 after removing the average
for mid=3:1:5
for low=3:1:5
for a=1:4
for aa=1:3
le=2;
[rc]=edwavlet(ni,le,a,aa,nb,fil,ns);
[fdcos,fdcosn]=sumedcoefficientcos(rc,dctd,haard,ni,hi,mid,low,ns,gs,fi,fil,a,aa)
for v=1:3
nc=4;
q=q+1;
%ddct=grouping(fd,ni,v,g); %returns target vectors naming each image with
%[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc); %grouping such
as statistical property is the same
[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fdcos,fdcosn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(7) num2str(a) num2str(aa) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=ddct(1,1:ni);
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
% It doesn't take care of indexdct2
%[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fd,fdn,ddct,ni,v,nc,k);
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedwavdct((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexedwavdct((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwavdct((2*q),2)=v;
indexedwavdct((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexedwavdct2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwavdct2((2*q),2)=v;
indexedwavdct2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
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indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexedwavdct2.datindexedwavdct2 -ascii -double
save indexedwavdct.dat indexedwavdct -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
end
end

% This part is used to find the wavelet of images, then cosine transform.
q=0;
fil='c';
le=1;
[rc]=edwavlet(ni,le,1,1,nb,fil,ns);
%This step is only for computation of rc
d=basis(rc);
dctd= d(1:rc,1:rc);
haard= d((rc+1):(2*rc),1:rc);
a=1;
% we don't need it
[rc]=trialm(ni,le,a,nb,fil,ns);
for hi=3:1:5
%the first coefficients =0 after removing average
for mid=3:1:5
for low=3:1:5
for aa=1:4
[fedcos,fedcosn]=sumedcoefficientcos(rc,dctd,haard,ni,hi,mid,low,ns,gs,fi,fil,a,aa)
for v=1:3
nc=4;
q=q+1;
%ddct=grouping(fd,ni,v,g); %returns target vectors naming each image with
%[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc); %grouping such
as statistical property is the same
[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fedcos,fedcosn,ni,v,nc,g); %using
vector quantization
dd=[num2str(7) num2str(a) num2str(aa) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexwavdct((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwavdct((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexwavdct((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=ddct(1,1:ni);
indexwavdct((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexwavdct((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
% It doesn't take care of indexdct2
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%[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fd,fdn,ddct,ni,v,nc,k);
indexwavdct((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexwavdct((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexwavdct((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexwavdct((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwavdct((2*q),2)=v;
indexwavdct((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexwavdct2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwavdct2((2*q),2)=v;
indexwavdct2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexwavdct2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexwavdct2.dat indexwavdct2 -ascii -double
save indexwavdct.dat indexwavdct -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
end
% This part is used to find the singular values
for hi=5:5:10
%the first coefficients =0 after removing average
for mid=5:5:10
for low=5:5:10
[fsvd,fsvdn]=sumcoefficientsvd(nb,ni,hi,mid,low,ns,gs,fi,'ced',1); %returns the files names
for v=1:3
q=q+1;
nc=4;
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fsvd,fsvdn,ni,v,nc); %returns target
vectors naming each image with
% group number
%[d,jj,xf]=vecquantgroup2(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fsvd,fsvdn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(9) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexsvd((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexsvd((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexsvd((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
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indexsvd((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexsvd((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
%[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fsvd,fsvdn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
indexsvd((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexsvd((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexsvd((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexsvd((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexsvd((2*q),2)=v;
indexsvd((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexsvd2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexsvd2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexsvd2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexsvd2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexsvd2((2*q),2)=v;
indexsvd2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexsvd2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexsvd2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexsvd2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexsvd2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexsvd2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexsvd.dat indexsvd -ascii -double
save indexsvd2.dat indexsvd2 -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% This part is used to compute the energy and mean and group images accrodingly
q=0;
[fenrgyav,fenrgyavn]=enrgyavext(nb,ns,ni,gs,fi,fil);
for v=1:2
% v=1 energy, v=2 average
q=q+1;
nc=3;
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fenrgyav,fenrgyavn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fenrgyav,fenrgyavn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(v) num2str(v) num2str(v) num2str(v)];
indexenav((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
%watch how we enter a string into matrix
indexenav((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexenav((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
indexenav((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexenav((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fenrgyav,fenrgyavn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
indexenav((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
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indexenav((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexenav((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexenav((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexenav((2*q),2)=v;
indexenav((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexenav2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexenav2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexenav2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexenav2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexenav2((2*q),2)=v;
indexenav2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexenav2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexenav2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexenav2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexenav2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexenav2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexenav.dat indexenav -ascii -double
save indexenav2.dat indexenav2 -ascii -double
end
% This part is used to compute the wavelet
q=0;
le=2;
for aa=1:3
[fwavlet,fwavletn]=sumcoefficwavlet(ni,le,ns,aa,nb)
q=q+1;
nc=2;
v=1;
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fwavlet,fwavletn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fwavlet,fwavletn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[ num2str(aa) num2str(aa) num2str(0)];
indexwav((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
%watch how we enter a string into matrix
indexwav((2*q-1),2)=aa;
indexwav((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
indexwav((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexwav((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fwavlet,fwavletn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
indexwav((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexwav((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexwav((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexwav((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwav((2*q),2)=aa;
indexwav((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexwav2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwav2((2*q-1),2)=aa;
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indexwav2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexwav2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexwav2((2*q),2)=aa;
indexwav2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexwav2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexwav2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexwav2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexwav2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexwav2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexwav.dat indexwav -ascii -double
save indexwav2.dat indexwav2 -ascii -double
end
% This part to comput max coeff of dct(haar), min,ratio and summation
% max=1, min=2, ratio=3, sum=4;
q=0;
[fmxmndct,fmxmndctn,fmxmnhaar,fmxmnhaarn]=mxmn(nb,ni,ns,gs,fi,fil); %returns the files
names
for v=1:4
nc=5;
q=q+1;
%ddct=grouping(fd,ni,v,g); %returns target vectors naming each image with
[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fmxmndct,fmxmndctn,ni,v,nc);
%grouping such as statistical property is the same
%[ddct,jj,xf]=tv(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,ddct,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fmxmndct,fmxmndctn,ni,v,nc,g); %using
vector quantization
dd=[num2str(7) num2str(0) num2str(0) num2str(v)];
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=ddct(1,1:ni);
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
% It doesn't take care of indexdct2
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fmxmndct,fmxmndctn,ddct,ni,v,nc,k);
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexmxmndct((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexmxmndct((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmndct((2*q),2)=v;
indexmxmndct((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
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indexmxmndct2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmndct2((2*q),2)=v;
indexmxmndct2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexmxmndct2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexmxmndct2.dat indexmxmndct2 -ascii -double
save indexmxmndct.dat indexmxmndct -ascii -double
%dhaar=grouping(fh,ni,v,g);
% group number
[n1,dhaar,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fmxmnhaar,fmxmnhaarn,ni,v,nc);
%[dhaar,jj,xf]=tv(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,dhaar,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fmxmnhaar,fmxmnhaarn,ni,v,nc,g);
%using vector quantization
dd=[num2str(8) num2str(0) num2str(0) num2str(v)];
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=dhaar(1,1:ni);
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
% The following function is to find the grouping of noisy images when
% using nnet.
% It doesn't take care of indexdct2
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fmxmnhaar,fmxmnhaarn,dhaar,ni,v,nc,k);
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmnhaar((2*q),2)=v;
indexmxmnhaar((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q),2)=v;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexmxmnhaar2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexmxmnhaar2.dat indexmxmnhaar2 -ascii -double
save indexmxmnhaar.dat indexmxmnhaar -ascii -double
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end
% This part is used to compute the edges of images, divide them into subimages, compute mean,
histogram and the standard deviation.
% We are using th four edge techniques
%note that we changed the directory for edges of images
q=0;
dtctedg(ni,ns,nb);
for dve=1:(log10(nb)/log10(2))-1;
dv=2^dve;
[fd,fdn]=edgestandevtion(nb,dv,ni,ns,gs,fi);
for v=1:4
% v=1 edge by canny v=2 edge by perwitt v=3 edge by zerocrossing v=4 edge by roberts
q=q+1;
nc=4;
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector quantization
dd=[num2str(1) num2str(v) num2str(v) num2str(v)];
edgfor((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
edgfor((2*q-1),2)=v;
edgfor((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
edgfor((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
edgfor((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fd,fdn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
edgfor((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
edgfor((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
edgfor((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
edgfor((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
edgfor((2*q),2)=v;
edgfor((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
edgfor2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
edgfor2((2*q-1),2)=v;
edgfor2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
edgfor2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
edgfor2((2*q),2)=v;
edgfor2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
edgfor2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
edgfor2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
edgfor2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
edgfor2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
edgfor2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save edgfor.dat edgfor -ascii -double
save edgfor2.dat edgfor2 -ascii -double
end
end
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q=0;
for hi=1:5:10
%the first coefficients =0 after removing the average
for mid=5:5:10
for low=5:5:10
for a=1:4
[fedsvd,fedsvdn]=sumedcoefficientsvd(nb,ni,hi,mid,low,ns,gs,fi,'ced',a) %returns the files
names
for v=1:3
q=q+1;
nc=4;
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fedsvd,fedsvdn,ni,v,nc); %returns
target vectors naming each image with
% group number
%[d,jj,xf]=vecquantgroup2(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fedsvd,fedsvdn,ni,v,nc,g); %using vector
quantization
dd=[num2str(1) num2str(hi) num2str(mid) num2str(low)];
indexedsvd((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedsvd((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexedsvd((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
indexedsvd((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedsvd((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
%[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fedsvd,fedsvdn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
indexedsvd((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexedsvd((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedsvd((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexedsvd((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedsvd((2*q),2)=v;
indexedsvd((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),2)=v;
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexedsvd2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedsvd2((2*q),2)=v;
indexedsvd2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedsvd2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexedsvd.dat indexedsvd -ascii -double
save indexedsvd2.dat indexedsvd2 -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
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end
q=0;
for aaa=1:4
for aa=1:3
[fwavleted,fwavletedn]=sumcoeffiedwavlet(ni,2,aa,aaa,nb) %returns the files names
q=q+1;
nc=2;
v=1;
[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=groupstat(fwavleted,fwavletedn,ni,v,nc); %returns
target vectors naming each image with
% group number
%[d,jj,xf]=vecquantgroup2(fd,fdn,ni,v,nc);
%[n1,d,srgr,xf,m1,m2,xx,gap,bot,upp]=vcquant(fwavleted,fwavletedn,ni,v,nc,g); %using
vector quantization
dd=[num2str(aaa) num2str(aa) num2str(0) num2str(0)];
indexedwav((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwav((2*q-1),2)=aa;
indexedwav((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=d(1,1:ni);
indexedwav((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedwav((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
[xx,srgr]=nnetgroupingsumcoeff(fwavleted,fwavletedn,d,ni,v,nc,k);
indexedwav((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexedwav((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedwav((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
indexedwav((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwav((2*q),2)=aa;
indexedwav((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xx(1,1:ni);
indexedwav2((2*q-1),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwav2((2*q-1),2)=aaa;
indexedwav2((2*q-1),3:(ni+2))=xf(1,1:ni); %image number
indexedwav2((2*q),1)= sscanf(dd,'%f');
indexedwav2((2*q),2)=aaa;
indexedwav2((2*q),3:(ni+2))=xf(2,1:ni); % group number
indexedwav2((2*q-1),ni+5)=m1;
indexedwav2((2*q-1),ni+6)=m2;
indexedwav2((2*q-1),ni+3)=srgr;
indexedwav2((2*q-1),ni+4)=n1;
indexedwav2((2*q-1),ni+7)=gap;
save indexedwav.dat indexedwav -ascii -double
save indexedwav2.dat indexedwav2 -ascii -double
end
end
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function []=votemg(ni,ss,ng)
% This function is used to find the final decision for grouping of images
% from the majority decision of all criteria doing the same grouping.
% When using crtfn2, we vote according to partial accuracy, i.e the images wanted
% from the criteria at certain stage
% We have two options either full accuracy (ni+3) or partial crtfn(i,3*j)
% This function is used when we have more than 2 groups
% ng is the number of groups
% We are using the function maximum, if 2 groups have equal votes will take the first 1
load imagind.dat
load crtfn2.dat
load indexdct.dat
load indexhaar.dat
load indexmxmndct.dat
load indexmxmnhaar.dat
load indexsvd.dat
load indexedsvd.dat
load indexenav.dat
load edgfor.dat
load indexwav.dat
load indexedwav.dat
[ri,ci]=size(imagind)
[rc,cc]=size(crtfn2)
[rd,cd]=size(indexdct);
[rh,ch]=size(indexhaar);
[rdm,cdm]=size(indexmxmndct);
[rhm,chm]=size(indexmxmnhaar);
[rs,cs]=size(indexsvd);
[res,ces]=size(indexsvd);
[re,ce]=size(indexenav);
[ref,cef]=size(edgfor);
[rw,cw]=size(indexwav);
[rwe,cwe]=size(indexedwav);
ss=ri;
nos=zeros((1+ng)*ss,ci);
% This matrix is similar to imagind, for each noisy image, corresponding to grouping
% of imagind we put 1 or 2 according to the majority votes.
% For each row, we follow it by 2 rows showing how many votes 1 and 2 respectively.
% We make a cost function, the coefficient equal the number of total images
% grouped correctly by the criteria
for i=2:ri-1
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for jj=3:ci
if imagind(i,jj)~=0
g=zeros(1,ng);
for j=1:cc/3
for k=1:ng
if crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))~=0
for ii=1:rd/2
if (indexdct((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexdct((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexdct(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexdct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexdct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rh/2
if (indexhaar((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexhaar((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexhaar(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rdm/2
if (indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexmxmndct(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
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for ii=1:rhm/2
if (indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexmxmnhaar(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:re/2
if (indexenav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexenav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexenav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexenav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexenav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:ref/2
if (edgfor((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & edgfor((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if edgfor(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (edgfor((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:res/2
if (indexedsvd((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexedsvd((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexedsvd(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexedsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
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end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rw/2
if (indexwav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexwav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexwav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexwav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rwe/2
if (indexedwav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexedwav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexedwav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexedwav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rs/2
if (indexsvd((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexsvd((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexsvd(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
end
end
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nos(((ng+1)*i-ng),1)=555;
nos(((ng+1)*i-ng),2)=555;
% to show that this row is grouping
[m,I]=max(g);
% Take care if there is a tie, take
% the first one
for u=1:ng
nos(((ng+1)*i-ng),jj)=I;
nos(((ng+1)*i-(ng-u)),jj)=g(1,u);
end
save nos.dat nos -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
save nos.dat nos -ascii -double
% This part is to show the error, the different between imagind and nos
dif=zeros(ss,ni);
dif(1,:)=imagind(1,3:(ni+2));
for i=2:ss
for j=3:(ni+2)
dif(i,(j-2))=imagind(i,j)-nos(((ng+1)*i-ng),j);
end
end
save dif.dat dif -ascii -double
% This function is used to put in crtfn.dat the number of correct images
% with respect to a certrain criteria for certain number of images.
function []=votepart(ni)
% ni : number of images
load imagind.dat
load crtfn.dat
[ri,ci]=size(imagind);
[rc,cc]=size(crtfn);
crtfn2=zeros(rc,cc);
for i=2:rc
for j=1:cc/3
c=0;
v=zeros(2,ni);
for jj=3:(ni+2)
if imagind(i,jj)~=0;
c=c+1;
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v(1,c)=imagind(1,jj);
v(2,c)=imagind(i,jj);
end
end
cr=crtfn(i,((3*j)-2));
bn=crtfn(i,((3*j)-1));
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,ni,v);
crtfn2(i,((3*j)-2))=cr;
crtfn2(i,((3*j)-1))=bn;
crtfn2(i,(3*j))=nc;
end
end
save crtfn2.dat crtfn2 -ascii –double

function [wr,vtn]=votesgim(ni,ng,im)
% im is the image required
% nv is the number of votes
% This function is used to find the final decision for single image
% from the majority decision of all criteria doing the same grouping and selecting
% the optimum number of votes.
% When using crtfn2, we vote according to partial accuracy, i.e the images wanted
% from the criteria at certain stage
% We have two options either full accuracy (ni+3) or partial crtfn(i,3*j)
% This function is used when we have more than 2 groups
% ng is the number of groups
% We are using the function maximum, if 2 groups have equal votes will take the first 1
load imagind.dat
load crtfn2.dat
load indexdct.dat
load indexhaar.dat
load indexmxmndct.dat
load indexmxmnhaar.dat
load indexsvd.dat
load indexedsvd.dat
load indexenav.dat
load edgfor.dat
load indexwav.dat
load indexedwav.dat
[ri,ci]=size(imagind)
[rc,cc]=size(crtfn2)
[rd,cd]=size(indexdct);
[rh,ch]=size(indexhaar);
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[rdm,cdm]=size(indexmxmndct);
[rhm,chm]=size(indexmxmnhaar);
[rs,cs]=size(indexsvd);
[res,ces]=size(indexsvd);
[re,ce]=size(indexenav);
[ref,cef]=size(edgfor);
[rw,cw]=size(indexwav);
[rwe,cwe]=size(indexedwav);
ss=ri;
nosim=zeros((1+ng)*ss,1);
% This matrix is similar to imagind, for each noisy image, corresponding to grouping
% of imagind we put 1 or 2 according to the majority votes.
% For each row, we follow it by 2 rows showing how many votes 1 and 2 respectively.
% We make a cost function, the coefficient equal the number of total images
% grouped correctly by the criteria
dec=zeros(cc/3,2); % matrix (number of votes, number of wrong decisions)
for t=1:cc/3
for i=2:ri-1
jj=im+2;
if imagind(i,jj)~=0
g=zeros(1,ng);
for j=1:t
for k=1:ng
if crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))~=0
for ii=1:rd/2
if (indexdct((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexdct((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexdct(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexdct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexdct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rh/2
if (indexhaar((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexhaar((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexhaar(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
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end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rdm/2
if (indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexmxmndct((2*ii1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexmxmndct(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexmxmndct((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rhm/2
if (indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexmxmnhaar(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexmxmnhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:re/2
if (indexenav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexenav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexenav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexenav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexenav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:ref/2
if (edgfor((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & edgfor((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
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if edgfor(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (edgfor((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:res/2
if (indexedsvd((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexedsvd((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexedsvd(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexedsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rw/2
if (indexwav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexwav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexwav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexwav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
for ii=1:rwe/2
if (indexedwav((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2))
& indexedwav((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexedwav(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexhaar((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexedwav((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
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end
for ii=1:rs/2
if (indexsvd((2*ii-1),1)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-2)) & indexsvd((2*ii-1),2)==crtfn2(i,(3*j-1)))
if indexsvd(2*ii,jj)==k
%g1=g1+(indexsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)));
g(1,k)=g(1,k)+crtfn2(i,(3*j));
if (indexsvd((2*ii-1),(ni+3)))==ni
g(1,k)=1000;
end
end
end
end
end
end
g
nosim(((ng+1)*i-ng),1)=555;
% to show that this row is grouping
[m,I]=max(g);
% Take care if there is a tie, take
% the first one
for u=1:ng
nosim(((ng+1)*i-ng),1)=I;
nosim(((ng+1)*i-(ng-u)),1)=g(1,u);
end
save nosim.dat nosim -ascii -double
end
end
end
save nosim.dat nosim -ascii -double
% This part is to show the error, the different between imagind and nos
acc=zeros(ss,1);
for i=2:ss
acc(i,1)=imagind(i,(im+2))-nosim(((ng+1)*i-ng),1);
end
acc(1,1)=im;
acc(ss+1,1)=t;
py=0; % the number of wrong stages grouped wrongly.
for i=2:ss
if acc(i,1)~=0
py=py+1;
end
end
dec(t,1)=t;
dec(t,2)=py;
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[k,m]=min(dec);
wr=k(1,2);
% number of wrong decisions.
vtn=m(1,2);
% number of votes
end
save dec.dat dec -ascii –double

% This function receives images grouped into ng groups (y)
% It scan all criteria to find out which one gives best result in case of noisy
function [temp,in,ni]=diffcritmg(y1,nii,ng)
%ng is the number of groups
% nii is the original number of images, when we remove zeros, it becomes ni
% arrang images group one then group 2 and remove zeros
load indexdct2.dat
% images of group one, then group 2
% image number in first row
load indexhaar2.dat
load indexsvd2.dat
load indexedsvd2.dat
load indexenav2.dat
load indexmxmndct2.dat
% images of group one, then group 2
load indexmxmnhaar2.dat
load edgfor2.dat
load indexedwav2.dat
load indexwav2.dat
[rd,cd]=size(indexdct2); % they are obtained from system2
[rh,ch]=size(indexhaar2);
[rdm,cdm]=size(indexmxmndct2);
% they are obtained from system2
[rhm,chm]=size(indexmxmnhaar2);
[rs,cs]=size(indexsvd2);
[res,ces]=size(indexedsvd2);
[re,ce]=size(indexenav2);
[ref,ce]=size(edgfor2);
[rw,cw]=size(indexwav2);
[rwe,cwe]=size(indexedwav2);
yy(1:2,1:2)=y1(1:2,1:2);
j=2;
kg=0;
in=zeros(1,ng);
for u=1:ng
for jj=3:(nii+2)
if y1(2,jj)==u

%vector to compute the number of elements in each group
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j=j+1;
yy(1,j)=y1(1,jj);
yy(2,j)=u;
end
end
in(1,u)=j-2-kg;
kg=kg+in(1,u);
end
ni=j-2;
inn=0;
for t=1:ng
if (in(1,t)~=1 & in(1,t)~=0)
inn=inn+1;
end
end
in
[m,I]=max(in);
if (inn==0 & ni==1)
%temp1=zeros(3,(in+4));
%temp2=zeros(3,(ni-in+4));
temp=zeros((3*ng),(m+4));
else
%temp1 matrix is 3 rows matrix.
%first row is the images number of group one.
%second row is ones.
%third row is the grouping of this group according to criterion in first 2 cells
%ni=number of images resulting from the previous criterion ( They have 1 and 2)
temp=zeros((3*ng),(m+4));
lg=0;
for k=1:ng
temp((3*k-2):(3*k-1),1:2)=yy(1:2,1:2);
temp((3*k-2):(3*k-1),3:(in(1,k)+2))=yy(1:2,((lg+3):(lg+in(1,k)+2)));
lg=lg+in(1,k);
% we choose the criterion that can extract images at each stage(small number of\
% images in group 1 or 2)
temp11=zeros(2,in(1,k)+4);
temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))=nii;
for i=1:rd/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
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o=indexdct2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexdct2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexdct2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexdct2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexdct2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
%number of elements in each group
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (oo>=2)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr)
cc=0;
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
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%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% do the same thing for haar
for i=1:rh/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexhaar2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexhaar2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexhaar2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexhaar2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexhaar2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
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end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
for i=1:rdm/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexmxmndct2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexmxmndct2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexmxmndct2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexmxmndct2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexmxmndct2(2*i,jj);
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end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
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for i=1:rhm/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexmxmnhaar2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexmxmnhaar2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexmxmnhaar2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexmxmnhaar2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexmxmnhaar2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
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temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% for svd
for i=1:rs/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexsvd2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexsvd2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexsvd2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexsvd2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexsvd2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
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end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% for svd
for i=1:rw/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexwav2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexwav2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexwav2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexwav2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexwav2(2*i,jj);
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end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
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% for svd
for i=1:rwe/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexedwav2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexedwav2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexedwav2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexedwav2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexedwav2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
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if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
for i=1:res/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexedsvd2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexedsvd2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexedsvd2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexedsvd2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexedsvd2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
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if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
% do the same thing for haar
for i=1:ref/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=edgfor2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=edgfor2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=edgfor2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
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for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==edgfor2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=edgfor2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
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end
end
end

for i=1:re/2
l1=0;
l2=0;
o=indexenav2((2*i-1),1);
dd=[ num2str(o)];
temp11(1,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(1,2)=indexenav2((2*i-1),2);
temp11(2,1)=sscanf(dd,'%f');
temp11(2,2)=indexenav2((2*i-1),2);
for j=3:in(1,k)+2
for jj=3:nii+2
if temp(3*k-2,j)==indexenav2((2*i-1),jj)
temp11(1,j)=temp(3*k-2,j);
temp11(2,j)=indexenav2(2*i,jj);
end
end
end
l=zeros(1,ng);
for kk=3:(in(1,k)+2)
for kkk=1:ng
if temp11(2,kk)==kkk
l(1,kkk)=l(1,kkk)+1;
end
end
end
oo=0;
for o=1:ng
if l(1,o)~=0
oo=oo+1;
end
end
mx=max(l);
mn=min(l);
difr=(mx-mn);
% this function is to find the number of correct noisy images.
vc=zeros(1,in(1,k));
vc(1,1:in(1,k))=temp11(1,3:(in(1,k)+2));
cr=temp11(1,1);
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bn=temp11(1,2);
[a,nc]=grpcrt(cr,bn,nii,vc);
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+4))=nc;
if (mn~=0 |oo~=0)
if temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))<nc
temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+4))
nc
if (temp(3*k,(in(1,k)+3))>difr &mn~=0)
temp11(2,(in(1,k)+3))=difr;
%for y=1:ng
% if (l(1,y)==0)
% cc=cc+1;
%end
%end
temp(3*k,1:(in(1,k)+4))=temp11(2,1:(in(1,k)+4));
save temp.dat temp -ascii -double
end
end
end
end
end
end
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